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A SERIES SOLUTION FOR SOME PERIODIC ORBITS
IN THE RESTRICTED THREE-BODY PROBLEM
ACCORDING TO THE PERTURBATION METHOD*
q Oil9"b su-s.u.UAXO,
b A series is obtained for those periodic orbits surrounding the more massive of the two finite
bodies in the restric'_ed three-body problem. The expansion is in terms of the mass of the less
massive finite body. The initial conditions predicted by the series for several periodic orbits
are compared with those obtained by purely numerical processes. They are in good ttgreement
for the case corresponding to the earth-moon system. Also, a simple theory of nearly periodic
orbits in the neighborhood of a periodic orbit is developed and numerically verified by ex'tmples.
Finally, it is suggested that, if asteroids avoid places where their orbits wouhl be commensurable
with the period of Jupiter, then artificial satellites and dust particles may avoid certain areas
around the earth as a result of the presence of the moon.
INTF:ODUCTION Actually, the present analysis is somewhat par-
allel to the analysis that led Hill to his variation
A periodic solution may be regarded as a solu- orbit, for both his and the present method ,lcpend
tion of the differential equations of motion that
upon some series expansions. However, in his
satisfies, in addition to the initial conditions, the lunar theory Hill expanded the sohltion in terms
condition that after a lapse of one period, P, both of the ratio of the mean motion of tim sun to that
coordinates and velocities return to their initial
of the moon in tlle rotating coordinate system.
values. Thus, the problem of finding a periodic In this prcsent theory for artificial satellites
orbit in celestial mechanics resembles the problem orbiting the earth in the earth-moon system the
of finding the eigen function for an eigen value in
solution is expanded in terms of the mass of the
quantum mechanics, since the eigen value is deter- moon. Tim mathematical simplicity in terms of
mined by boundary conditions. Indeed, it is this the lunar mass is obvious; however, the result
basic concept that led to the derivation of a series
cannot be applied to the study of the motion of
solution for those periodic orbits in the restricted the moon because the moon is revolving around a
three-body problem that are revolving around the relatively much less massive body (i.e., the earth)
more massive of the two finite mass points. The in the earth-sun system; consequently, it is sense-
recent papers by Szebehely give a detailed discus- less to expand the solution in terms of the solar
sion of the restricted three-body problem (Refer- mass.
ences 1 and 2). EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The mathematical method used here follows the
standard technique employed in classical me- The total mass of the two finite bodies is con-
chanics under these circumstances. Indeed, it is sidered the unit of mass, and their separation the
very similar to the method ttill used in his lunar unit of length. The unit of time is such that the
theory (References 3 and 4; also see Reference 5). gravitational constant is unity. If we adoptthe
line joining the two finite mass points as the x-axis
*Publishedaa NASATechnicalNot*D-2488,September1964. and the location of the greater of these masses as
IGoddard SpaceFlieht Centerand Catholic Univertity, Wlmhington,
D.C. the origin, the equations of motion of the third,
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infinitesimal body in this rotating system of reference become:
d 2 x dy x x - 1
dt-'-"_ - 2 _]_ : x - _ - (1-/_) (rl,)a - _ (r2,)a (1)
d 2 y dx y y
--+ 2_- -- y- (1-_)(_,)_-. (_;)_ (2)dt 2 ---
i
where it is assumed that the mass 1-p is at the We are interested in the periodic orbits revolv-
origin. Consequently the mass _ is at point ing around the 1-p component. Therefore, we
(1, 0). Also, r_' and rs' are the distances of the make the transformations
!!_ third body from the 1-p and p components,
_. respectively. It is obvious that r_' is also the dis- x = r cos 0 , (4)
tance of the third body from the origin; so
{ y : _i.e. (5)
r l' : r . (3) This brings Equations 1 and 2 into the forms
d_ _,_I -2_ : _-(_-_,)_-_,(_])_+_, - _o_, (6)
_ +2_+ 2_ : -_ "] _ _i._,. (7)
_: EQUATIONS OF PERTURBATION into Equations 6 and 7 gives equations of differ-
ent orders of approximation after a series of long
When p equals zero all circles with their center but straightforward calculations.
at the origin are the periodic solutions of the The zeroth order (p0)approximation gives
problem. We can now argue that if _ is small,
the periodic orbit deviates only slightly from a (_ + I) 2 _ 1-_ (10)
circular one. The deviatioL_, obviously depends to3
upon p. Therefore, the periodic solutions may be which is simply Kepler's third law in the problem
written as of two bodies, the 1-p component and the third,
infinitesimal body. The term is ),-(-1 instead of
r = ro + _ r _ (t) + _ _ r _ (t) + "" (8) ), because the equations are expressed in the rotat-
ing coordinate system. Also, X may have posi-
e _ _t + _e_(t) +_2#2(t) + ... , (a) tive or -,egative values, corresponding respec-
tively to the direct and retrograde motion of the
where r0and ), are to be determined and are inde- third body.
pendent of time. Substituting Equations 8 and 9 The first order (_) approximation yields
d_ r_ dO_ 1 3 1
dt _ 2(,t+1)ro--_- 3()t+_)_rl --_.r0 +-_ roCO._2)tt+_-ro_(9cos_.t +IScos3_t) , (IA_
d a O_ dr _ 3 3
r° --dt_ + 2(_ + I) _ = - "_ ro sin 2At - _-ro_(sin)it+ 5sin3kt) , (12)
ifthetermsinvolvingthir,"and higherordersofro With the same degreeof approximationin
areneglec_d, regardto theseriesin r0,thesecondorder(_)
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equations are:
d_ r2 dOs (dO1_ 2 dO1 r12
dt 2 2(_+l)ro"_" - 3(_+1)2r2 = ro \"_-] + 2(4+1)rl _ - 3(4+1) 5 r-'_
1 1
+ _ r I (1 +3cos2_t) + ;_ r 0 r I (9cos4t +15cos 3_t)
_o2el
- 3to (/1 sin 2_.t - --_ (4Ssin _t +9sin4t) , (13)
and
d2 _2 dr2
r o _ + 2(_+1)--_
d2 #ldr1 d#l 3
= - 2 dt dt - rl dt 2 _ rlsin2At - 3r001c°s24t
1
1 (3sin4t + 15sin3_t) - g ro20l (3cos4t +45 cos 3_t) "(14)-] ror I
In a similar way equations of higher orders can THE FIRSTORDER EQUATIONS
be derived in terms of the solutions of the equa- The solutions of Equations 11 and 12 can be
tions of lower orders, easily found:
ro _/
# # . _
rl -- 6(4+1) 2+Alc°s(4+l)t+A2sm(4+l)t "_f_'_ +klc°s_t +k2c°s2kt*kac°s3_t ' (15)
r091 : llsin4t + /2sin2_t + 13sin3_t + B_t + B2' - 2A_sin(_+l)t + 2A_cos(_+l)t (16)
A/, A/, B/, and B/are arbitrary constants which
make Equations 15 and 16 the most general solu- S(6_2 + 44 + )1)tion, k, and l, are defined by z3 --- 8k2 (8_2 _ 2k ! r°2 (22)
IS + 5 . (17) It should be observed that X (or, equivalently,kl = 8_('2_; 1) ro2
r0), which appears in Equation 10, is not an in-
tegration constant in the perturbed case, although
3(2_ + 1) (18) it is in the unperturbed ,_ase. Indeed, in thek, o ,o,
unperturbed case X i8 the only integration con-
stant that does not vanish under the assumed
S(5_ +2)
k_ --- 8_/°_2-W'"2_-1) r°_' (19) initial conditions. The integration constants inthe perturbed case are A/, A/, B/, and B/. In
general, if higher orders of _ are considered, A_,
_ • 3 (lOX_ * 12_ + 3) A_, B_, and B_ are defined by
" s_'(_+_) _°_' (20)
Am = A_'p + A_"/x_ + .... etc._
3(,Ik2 + ,_0_ 3}
'_ _ (3__ - 2_ - 1) r° ' (21) because, as we shall see later, the complementary
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functions in different orders of approximation acts in the perturbed case as a standard for corn-
are of the same form. Consequently, the integra- parison with the perturbed orbits and is conse-
! tion constants in different orders of _ can be com- quently a parameter.
_ bined into four arbitrary constants A_, A_, Bl, We can set W=X for the sake of simplicity be-
and B2 to agree with the expected number of four cause botL the perturbed and unperturbed
that occur in the solution of two second order periodic orbits form a continuous family. This
•': differential equations (Equations 6 and 7). leaves B_'=O.
_ The integration constants A_, A2, and B2 are Even with B,' =0, the general solution dq_s not
not part.icularly relevant, but it is important to give the periodic orbits because there are two
-*. note the dynamical meaning of B_. If X' is the fundamental periods 21r/(X+l) and 2_r/X, with
ii mean angular velocity in the perturbed case, we sev:,ral harmonics of the latter. However, since
_: have, from Equations 9 and 16, the existence of some periodic solutions has been
proved (see for example Reference 1), these peri-
od's' odic orbits must correspond to the particulark' = k+_
ro integral obtained from Equations 15 and 16 by
setting At'=A2'=B_'=O. Then the solutions
or in general contain only terms with period 2_r/Xof the funda-
. mental oscillation, and shorter periods correspond-
Bz
_, : ;_ +- . ing to its harmonics. Thus the periodic orbits
r° around the 1-. component may be given, to the
first order of _ and the second order of r0, by
,: Therefore, B_'_/ro (or B1/ro) is the change in the
: mean angular velocity from the unperturbed case r = ro + _r_ . (23)
•_ to the perturbed case. Hence the four integration
constants for the perturbed case may be taken as e = _,t +_L . (24)
: Al, A_, X', and B2 (or AI', A_', )_', and B_' in the
first approximation), and X, or equivalently ro, where
• t"0
rl = 6(k+1)2 klc°skt + k2c°s2kt + k3c°s3_t ' (25)
_ ro#l = l,sinXt + l= sin2_t + l;sin3_ . (26)
_' It follows from the solution given by Equations large number of periodic orbits would be found for
15 and 16 that, in general, a periodic solution can some particular values of the period.
be obtained for any given value of X only by
" setting A_, A_, B_, and B_ equal to zero. Thus, THE SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS
one periodic orbit is associated with one value of When the solutions of r_and r0O_given by Equa-
the period. However, if X is a ratio of two in- tiohs 25 and 26 are substituted ;nto the second
tegers, periodic orbits may exist for arbitrary order equations (13 and 14) and the resulting
(small) values of these constants. If they do, a equations are simplified, we obtain:
d _ r_ d0_
dt-'-_ " 2()_+l)z° _ - 3(£+1)_r_ = /30 + L J_nCOSrt_t' (27)
n_!
r0-- _ + 2(k = pnsinnkt . 1281
n • |
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These equations have the same form as Equations. sions of the solutions is much more tedious because
11 and 12, except for more terms on the right- of the le_lgthy equations that define /3, and p,.
band side. Therefore, the solution can be derived The author has evaluated only &. From this the
•Llthe same manner as in the case of the first order average radius of the periodic orbit may be
equations, although finding the explicit expres- derived:
/_ /_2 . 1 +
<_> : _o 6(_+i)2 + 18(_+I)' 32_2<_,+I)2(a_2-_-I) +8_2(._2-2x-I) 2 (29)
l
correct to the second order both in _ and r0. exist. In the first place, Hill started with a set of
It follows from Equation 29 that for a given differential equations already approximated by
value of X the average radius of the periodic orbit the neglecting of terms involving the ratio of the
around the earth in the presence of the moon is mean distance of the moon to that of the sun.
slightly less than that given by Equation 10, The present investigation uses the equations in
which is for the case of the absence of the moon. the restricted three-body problem. Secondly,
This fact may be easily understood because the Hill was concerned only in obtaining a particular
overall long-range effect of the moon on a satellite solution but we are interested in the general solu-
that is revolving around the earth is to reduce the tion that involves four aribtrary constants, A1,
central attractive force of the earth on the satel- As, B_, and B_, which determine, as shall be seen
lite. The argument becomes physically appar- later, those nearly periodic orbits in the neighbor-
ent if we imagine the moon and its orbit to be hood of the exact periodic solution. Conse-
replaced by an annular ring of the same mass as quently, the present solution gives an entire fam-
the moon, with this mass uniformly distributed, ily of orbits in the neighborhood of any periodic
From this reasoning the presence of the sun may solution that we can determine. Needless to say,
be expected to further reduce, by a small amount, for orbits that depart greatly from the periodic
the average value of the radius of the satellite's one, the approximation employed in this analysis
orbit. The prediction has been verified by actual breaks down. Consequently, those orbits can no
calculations, longer be represented by the equations derived.
The similarity between the present calculation The differences between Hill's analysis and the
and the perturbation theory in quantum me- present one clearly reflect divergent problems
chanics is apparent. In neither case is the con- faced in different times. Indeed, the present
vergence of the series solution proven. But, it solution of periodic and nearly periodic orbits
will be shown in the following sections theft the
periodic orbits derived in this way agree perfectly around a more massive component, expanded in
terms of the mass of the less massive component,
with those obtained by the trial and error method, would have had little practical significance in
_ust as the effectiveness of the perturbation Hill's time.
method in quantum mechanics is based on its
ability to predict empirical results.
On the other hand, the present perturbation NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS
method differs in many ways from that ih quan- In a previous paper (Reference 6), by a humeri-
turn mechanics. For example, the main purpose cal method (Reference 7) a synchronous orbit
of the perturbation theory in quantum mechanics around the earth was derived, under the idealiza-
is to find the new eigen value as a result of per- tion of the restricted three-body problem withturbation, whereas here we are interested in the
variation in the orbital nature for a given value _ffi0.012149. Now we are able to derive it from
of X. Equations 23-26.
Although the approach parallels Hill's deter- In the XY coordinat_ system with the origin
ruination of the variation orbit, differences do at the mass point 1-_, the initial conditions of
1966028656-230
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the synchronous orbit, derived by successive with Equations 4 and 5, shows that the values
approximations, are x(t),y(t),:_(t), and #(t) derived from the present
x0 "- 0. 1095908t_ , formulas agree to seven significant figures with
those obtained from direct iqtegration under the
initial conditions given by Equations 30. In par-
Yo : 0 , (30) ticular, at t=0 our formulas predict the initial
conditions
= 0 ,S0 -_
xo 0 10959080 ,
_'o = 2. 8927303 , ._
which yield
Yo 0 ,
P =0.23802754 (31) (33)
for the period. _o o
We can now calculate for this case the values
of k_ and In from Equations 17-22, with Y0 2. 8927300 ,
21r
X= _- = 26.396884, (32) for the periodic orbit with P given by Equation 31.
which gives ro= 0.10958800 from Equation 10. The agreement between Equations 30 and 33 must
be regarded as satisfactory.
Table 1 As would be expected, the prediction of peri(xlic
Values of k_ and /, for orbits by Equations 23 and 24 becomes less and
,. 0.o12149 and _ 26.396884. less accurate as the period increases. A few cases
. k o l are given in Table 2 to show the progressive wors-
" ening of the prediction. However, it should be
1 4.249394 _ 10 .4 8.756117. 10-4 noted that even at P= 1.6, the two sets of calcu-
2 -1.644862 . 10 -4 2.296898. 10 -4 lations--one from the numerical approach and the
other from the present formulas--still give results
3 -6.901187 • 10 -6 8.365787. 10 .6 that agree to the fourth significant figure.
The computed values are listed in Table 1. Sub- ORBITS IN THE NEIGHBORHOODS OF THE PERI-
stituting these values of k_ and l. in the solution ODIC ONES
given by Equations 23-26 and transforming It is obvious that for orbits which are not
variables from r and 0 to x and y, in accordance exactly periodic, the general solution given by
Table 2
Initial Conditions Derived by the Series Solution Compared with those Obtained
by the Method of Successive Approximation (, = 0.012149, Y0 S o 0).
Series Solution Successive Approximation
P
| Xo Yo Xo Yo dacobianConstant
0.23802754 0.10959080 2.8927300 0.10959080 2.8927303 9.6968861
0.39999890 O. 15239388 2.3936373 O. 15239410 2.3936354 7.2832706
0.59999666 0.19580805 2.0503747 0.19580870 2.0503734 5.9498741
0.79999290 0.23271671 l .I_277779 0.23271790 1.8277824 5.2292161
0.99999026 0.26506832 1.6657674 0.26506980 1.6657871 4.7756998
: 1.1999940 0.29394940 1.5398118 0.29395020 1.5398618 4.4638648
1.4000154 0.32005211 1.4376335 0.32005020 1.4377350 4.2365564
1.6000716 0.34385494 1.3522620 0.3 084680 1.3524439 4.0638285
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Equations 23 and 24 together with Equations 15 different from those corresponding to the periodic
and 16 should be applied i.,,stead of the particular orbit, while maintaining y0fx0 =0.
integral given by Equations 23-26. Let us now The initial values of r, 0, r, b will be denoted
consider the behavior of these orbits when we by r_, 0, r_, b_. Thus, by setting t _0 in Equations
make the initial values of xo and _0 only slightly 15 and 23
r = r° + P 6(h+l) 2 - _ +kl +k2+k3+A1 " (34)
By assuming 0_=0 as usual 2o=0 which is equivalent to r_=0; hence
B2 = -_2 (35) ^2 -- B2 : O. (36)
from Equations 16 and 24. We have assumed Finally, it is easy to obtain
_ = ,_ + _ [Z,X'2Z2_,+3Z3;_,-2A,(X+I)+B,] " (37)
The initial values of r and b for the true periodic we derive
orbit will be denoted by r+., and b,._. They are
given by _r 2ro _" (42)] :+k +k_ (38) ^' _ 'r ,p r o + P 6(;_ + 1) 2 I + k2 '
Ar, 3r o Au', .
_'.p : A. +r'_ (l,+2l_*3Z3) ' (39) B, : - 6(_.+1)-- T- - ,_ (43)
From
We can now examine the behr.vior of orbits
_r, r, - r _.p (40) close to the periodic ones. The explicit expression
A_;, _" u".p (41) for O is, from Equations 16 and 24,
J : _* To Bs t + -_o l sin i_t - 2A s sin (k + I) t . (44)
Let us define time as t ffit. when Offi2_rn, and
tffit,__ when 0=2_(n-1), where n is an integer. P. : t. - t__ . (45)
Therefore P., defined by,
is the period of the n th cycle of a nearly periodic orbit. It follows from Equation 44 that
2_r o . rX._ i_.p. ia (t. + t._,)
P" : _ - )'r0 +_I L / ' 2/, sin _ cos 2i'l
- 4Ai sin --'_l-- cos 2 '
from which we note immediately that the mean _ro
period of the nearly periodic orbit is (P,> = "_ro +_,S_ (47)
1966028656-232
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So ti_e first term on the right-hand side of Equa- terms in Equation 46 are s.aall, XP, may be set
tion 46 is associated with the mean period, but equal to 2_ in the argument of the sin_, mnction.
the rest denotes small oscillations of the P_ value All terms involving li vanish as a re_'-lt of
around its mean value for various values of n. this approximation and Equatior 46 can be
Since the amplitudes of various oscillating reduced to:
where A_ and B_ are given by Equations 42 and
43, respectively, and t_ may be considered to be Table 3
Time Interwls for Successive Cycles of Nearly
t. = n _P._" (49) Periodic Orbits (_ = 0.0121$%k = 26.396884).*
I Tlmo,for = 2.8920000 Time for_0 _o 2.b930000
Since there is a periodic orbit for each value of , Direct Direct
), in the range of interest, we can compare a nearly Equation 51. Integration Equation 51" Integration
periodic orbit with any periodic orbit in the for- ] 0.237sse_, 0._796e_ o._soslo o.238o9o0
mer's neighborhood. In our calculation we have 2 0.2378557 0._379656 0.2380912 0.23809_,1
3 0,2378547 0.2378546 {).2380915 0.23809',5
fixed a single value of X for both the periodic and 4 0.2.378534 0 2378533 ,).2380920 0.2380920
nearly periodic orbit in order to de."ive A_ and B_ 5 0.2378517 : _79616 0.2380927 0.2380926
from Equations 42 and 43. Obviously a sJightly e 0.2375497 0.23vs,97 0.23s0_34 0.23s09337 0.2378477 0.2378476 0.2380941 0.2380941
different choice of the value of Xwill give different s 0.2378456 0.2378456 0.2380949 0.2380948
9 0.2378437 0.2379435 0.2380956 0.2380966
values to these two constants for the same nearly ;0 0.2378419 0.2378420 0.2380963 0.2380962
periodic orbit, x: 0._37s405 0.237s404 0.23so96s 0.2300967
As a simple example the two orbits may be _2 0.2378394 0.2378394 0.2380972 0.238097113 0.2378389 0.2378388 _.23S0_4 0.2380973
compared by starting with the same rb i.e., x4 0.2378388 0.2378388 0.2380974 0.2380974
At,--0. Then A_ and B! are functions of _81 _5 0.2378392 0.2378391 0.2380973 0.2380973
16 0.2378400 0.2378399 0.23809'/0 0.238096_
alone and A01 is related to the difference Ay0, be- 17 0.23_13 0.237s411 0.23s0965 0.23s0_5
tween the initial value, y0, of the nearly periodic _s 0.23794_ 0.237642s 0._3s096,_ 0.23sooss19 0.2378448 0.2378447 0.2380962 0.238096l
orbit and that of the exactly peri._ctic orbit. Ir, 20 0.2378469 0.23"tB4s7 0.2330944 0.2380944
furthermore, 21 0.2378489 0,2378488 0.2380937 0.2380937
22 0.2378509 0.2378506 0.23809_9 0.2380928
23 0.237852/ 0.').2378528 0.2380923 0.23SO92J
n <<- , (50) _4 0.23'/8542 0.23'/8540 0.238091'/ 0.238091625 0.2378554 0.23'/9653 0.2380913 0.2380912
20_#. 26 0.23'/8560 0.2378558 0 ?:80910 0.2380908
Equat:on 48 reduces to 21 0.25'/8562 0.2378562 ,.2380910 0.238091128 0.23'/8559 0.2379659 0.2380011 0.2380910
• In conlx,¢m| A_ _beiJilil_l cml_il0o_ invertby IEqu_lio__ o_¢oes_d-
2_ 8_6, _ ( _n- l ) _Y ered ¢ocmrespeedIo lineeuct pe_iad|cc_rbo!uaned iscbe_e|e_ence|m
,_-X-cos-.-._- • (51) ,:,._.,i...
way, from the initial conditions corresponding
From Equation 51 values of P, have been corn- respectively to two values of yo iu Table 3, t,, and
puted up to n,-28 for l_wo cases, with _ given by consequently P,, have been computed and the
Equation 32. The results are given in the second latter has been tabulated in the third a,d fifth
and fourth columns of Table 3. In both cases column_ of T_ble 3. The agreement betv:ecn the
k/Aei is of th_ order of several thousand. There- second and third columns as well as that betweon
fore, the use of Equation 51 is justified. For c )m- the fourth and fifth columns may be regarded as
parison P, has also been computed by direct inte- satisfactory.
gration. This ws_ done by computing successive
times, t,, when the orbit crossed the positive axis. SOME REMARKS ON RE_&ll_O PROBLEMS
A four point interpolation has been used for Although the present calculation was performed
obtaining t_ from the integrated tables. In this in order to understand _he general effect of the
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moon on the motion of the earth's satellites, it will period of the synchronous orbit is not near any
serve equally well in understanding the general strongly commeasurable gap.
behavior of the motion of inner planets and aster- Another interesting consequence of the com-
oids as a result of the perturbation by the maior measurable gaps around the eart_h may be fcund
planets, e,_pecially Jupiter. Indeed, the small- in the distribution of dust particles ir_ the earth-
ness of # in such ca_s (_ = 9.539 X 10-4 for the sun- moon system. It is not now known whether dust
Jupiter system) will make the result derived with particles all move at random or partially revolve
the first order equations a good approximation to around the earth. If the latter should be the
the problem. However, because of the relatively case, the presence of zones aromld the earth void
large sizes of the orbits of the inner planets, it of dust particles like the Kirkwood gaps in the
may be necessary to include in the solution terms asteroid belt around the sun, would be inevitable.
.: involving the third and perhaps higher powers Consequently, their detection may be an interest-
of ro. ing subject of investigation in the field of space
The coefficients k. and 1. contain in their de- research.
nominators a factor (nX)_-(X+I) _ where n is an
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of any satellite in such a zone. Of course, a result of PeriodicOrbits of Interest for Moon Probes. II,"
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wON THE APPLICATION OF PFAFF'S METHOD IN THE
THEORY OF VARIATION OF ASTRONOMICAL
CONSTANTS*
:_ PETER MUSEN
_i Cartan's integral invariant is taken as a foundation of the theory of variat,ion of astronomi-
_ __1
_=, varameters. The d'fferential equations for _he general perturbations are obtained as the
first system of Pfaffia, equations associated with the linear differential form appearing in the
intergral invariant.
The equations for general perturbations of the Gibbsian unit vectors, of the Gibbsian rota-
tion vector an(t of Euler's parameters are derived. The utilization of the Gibbsian rotation
vector repre_nts an extension of Str0mgren's and of the author's ideas on special perturbations
to the problems of general perturbations. Euler's parameters find their application in Hansen's
lunar theory.
The case of redundant elements is treated by introducing constraints and Lagrangian
multipliers. Cartan's integral invarian_ expressed in terms of vectorial kinematic elements
: represents a powerful tool in the search for new sets of elements and it leads to differential
_ equations having a compact form, which is convenient for the programming and use of electronic
: machines.
_' NOTATIONS
mi = the mass of the i-th point in the system of points
r_= the position vector of the i-th point
v_= the velocity of the i-th point in the system of points
_ T = the kinetic energy
U= the force function
F=U-T
_2=the disturbing function
[_] = the disturbing function averaged over the orbit of the disturbed body
_ grad, _--thc gradient of ¢ with respect $; grad_ _b--the gradient of _bwith respect to si
k =the Gm(ssian constaI_t
M = the mass of the sun
m = the mass of the disturbed body
_---k_(M+m)
r--the position vector of the disturbed body
r=[rl
v= the heliocentric velocity of the disturbed body
_,_0,i,ff,_*,a,n- the standard elliptic elements of the disturbed body
u = the eccentric anomaly of the disturbed body
©= rXv= the vector of the angular momentum
P, Q, I:l= the Gibbsian vectorial elements of _he disturbed body
e-- _ela = the Laplacian vector
*Publisheda_ IgA3A TechnicalNot_ D-2301, April1964
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g = the GibLsian rotation vector i
_' _' ff • P' Q' R' !
' ' ee ' , , ,*le
_", _", if',..., P", Q', R",... I
the elements of disturbing bodies !
r '° = the unit vector in the direction from the sun to the disturbing body i
p =a(1 -e _)
INTRODUCTION manne,' if these elements are obtained from the
In treatingtheproblemofgeneralperturbations classical elements by any type of functional
of planets and satellites it is felt that a general and transformation.
flexible method is needed which would permit an Surprisingly, such a direct method has not
easy transformation from one system to another found wider applications in the theory of variation
and would also facilitate a proper choice of of astronomical constants. The pioneering work
elements under the different circumstances, of Bilimovich (Reference 1) stands rather apart
The standard way to develop the equations for from the main stream. Bilimovich succeeded in
the general perturbations in elements is based on deducing Milankovich's equations (Reference 2)
the computation of the matrix either of Lagran- for the variation of the Laplacian and momentum
gian or of Poissonian brackets. This computa- vectors in a .ather simple way. He also deduced
tion is relatively simple for the classical elliptic the classical equations for the variation of the
elements, but it can become cumbersome if some elliptic elements in a very simple manner.
algebraic combinations of the classical elements The existence of Cartan's (Reference 3)integral
are taken as a new set of elements, invariant for dynamical systems is the foundation
An additional difficulty may arise if, for the of the Pfaffian method. Using a hydrodynamical
sake of the symmetry of the development of the analogy we can say that the theorem of the cireu-
disturbing function, some redundant elements _re lation for an ideal fluid in the phase space is taken
introduced. A._ a result, additional constraints as a basis for the theory of perturbations pre-
appear in the problem. It is necessary to point sented herein. The equations for the variation
out, that the presenceoftheseconstraintsdoesnot of the elements represent the first system of
necessarily mean that the problem of the deter- Pfaffian equations associated with the L!fferential
mination of the constants of integration will be- form appearing under the int-gral sign in the
come more complicated. Sometimes the presence expression for circulation.
of constraints makes this determination easier. In this work we suggest the use of a slightly
Hill's metho(l of general perturbations is a well more general form of Pfaffian equations than in
known example in celestial mechanics where a Bilimovich's work by permitting the constraints
rcdu_(lant constant of integration is present, to be present and by forming the equations with
However, the difficuities associated with the Lagrangian multipliers.
presence of a redundant constant in this particular We shall develop the equations for the general
case should not be generalized to all problems in perturbations of Gibbsian vectors P and Q and
celestial mechanics. One shouht not be hesitant also of the elements the author has suggested in
to make use of redundant elements if the problem his article on StrSmgren's (Reference 4) perturba-
of the determination of constants of integration tions (Reference 5) and in the articles on Hansen's
for all orders of perturbations can be made sym- (Referen -_ 6) lunar theory (References 7 and 16).
metrical and if the programming can be made In recent times electronic equipment is being
more efficient, used more and more for the purpose of develop-
In order to have a more general view and to ing general perturbations. We might expect that
facilitate the search for new types of elements, an ir, ohe near future the utilization of machines in
application of Pfaff's method is made in this arti- this domain will become even wider. This fact
cle to the problems of celestial mechanics. This will have an increasingly greater impact on the
method permits the formation of the equations theoretical thought and thus the search for
for the variation of elements in a straightforward different types of new elements is in order now.
i
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PFAFFIAN EQUATIONS OF MOTION WITH A functional transformation,
REDUNDANT COORDINATES
_ = _,("I' _2' "'" _: ql' q2' "'" %/ '
Let us consider the material system of N points
having the position vectors ri and the velocity q -- ,,(x z, x_...., _.; q,. q2, "". %) .
vectors vi (i=l, 2,...,N). The Pfa_an linear
form associated with this system is
with the imposed conditions
N
l--I
brings Equation 1 to the form
c_ _ Xi(x,, x2. "'', Xn; ql' q2' "'" qm) • c_
i ]i
* LQ,(x,, x_, ..., x°. ql q2 ..-, q,)dqj + Fdt (2)
j=l
where x;, x_, --., Xnare vectors in k-dimensional must be satisfied. In the process of transforma-
Euclidean space and q], q2, • •., q. are scalars, tion from Equation 1 to Equation 2 any additive
The condition total differential can be neglected
For present purposes we can assume that all
constraints are scleronomic. We write the first
kn + m - s = 6N
systemofPfaffianequations,usingthenotations
suggestedby Bilimovich,intheform:
(grad qb-dX)" 5x + _I_- j - dQj)_q, + (_t-_t-dF)_t -- 0
i:l lffil
with the additional conditions
122grad, fp • _x i + _i _qJ = 0 (i = I, 2, "-', n; j = I, 2, "", m; p = I, 2, "'" s)
i'l j"l
.: imposed on the variationsby the constraints. _ dt P
_ Introducing Lagrangi_ multipliers, we have _- dQ_ + _, N---_--- 0 , (4)
gradi _b- dX + _ ;_ dt grad f = 0 (3) _r _,-Idt - dF -- 0 . (5)
pal
The Lagrangian multipliers Xp(pffi1, 2,..., s) can be determined with the help of the equations
2 grad f • cix, + dq, = 0, (p = I, 2, "'', s). (6)
_'I j'l
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The existence of a Caftan inte_,ral invariant on the Eckert-Brouwer (Reference 10) expression for
the hypersurface the variation of the position vector of a planet.
O_'iginally the Eckert-Brouwer formula was
fp -- a:, (p = 1. 2, "", s) designed for the purpose of orbit correction. How-
ever, experience has shown that this elegant for-
mula can e]so bc used in the vectorial theory of
defined in (kn-l-m) -dimensional space serves as a
basis for deduEng the Pfaflian equations, general perturbations as in the present article and
Sometimes, for the sake of the symmetry, it in the a.ticle published recently by Musen and
might be advantageous to increase beyond six the Carpenter (Reference 11).
number of the osculatie.g elements. This is done, We also suggest herein some new sets of ele-
for example, by Milankovich (Reference 2), by ments, canonical and uncanonical, which follow
Herrick (Reference 8) and by the author (Refer- directly from the form of _.
ence 9). Then the relations containing the re- The differential form (Equation 1) in the case
dundant elements can be understood as the of disturbed planetary motion is
scleronomic constraints and Equations 3-6 can
be applied. ¢ : ,-dr-(-_- /_ f2) dtr
PFAFFIAN EXPRESSIONFOR PLANETARY
MOTION
In this article we deduce Bilimovich's expres- Making use of the expression for dr as obtained
sion for _ for disturbed planetary motion using by Eckert and Brouwer,
dr = do/ x r  h di+'_ da + ep r  ep-a2 i _ de ,
we deduce
v2 da r • vF(L + (1 + Va-_n2)- 2a]v • dr : r x v • d_ + _ d/ + r • v -_- +---_--i.r p) de . (7)
Substituting
v 2 -',' p. - ,
r " v -- _ esinu ,
(s) (9)
,x, : ,: (1-e') , fl --
83/2 '
into Equation 7 we obtain
(1- e2) R •SillU + dW (10)
Differentiating Equation 8 and taking
r
- 1 - • cos u8
into account, we have
2d, r " v, : (e_/'_d. + 20 de)ainu + 20(1-a r-) clu. (11)
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i Differentiating Kepler's equation we have
a a
i du = )--sinude +-- d/ (12)i 1" *
_: Eliminating du from Equation 11 by means of Equation 12 we obtain
__ 2d(r • v) = de + 2 yr_ Td e sinu : 2 _-_ - 1 d'
_, Taking Equation 9 into account we deduce
2d(r • v) = - _ d! + da + 2T _ de sinu .
!_ Comparing the last equation with Equation 10 we conclude that
: v ' dr = _ di + ¢_a (l - e2) R • dw + 2d(r • v) (13)
:i Decomposing the infinitesimal rotation d_ along the axes P, Q, and R we have
: d_ = dP • QR + d Q • RP + dR • PC)
and Equation 13 becomes
v • d, : _r_ dl + )[_a(1 -e 2) Q • dP + 2d(r • v) (14)
Neglecting the total differential 2d (r.v) we have
: dt + (1- Q• dP+F
with F=p/2a+fL Equation 15 was deduced The vectors P and O constitute a better choice
by Bilimovich on the basis of a different for the development of the disturbing function
consideration, and the computation of the position and velocity
vectors.
EQUATIONS FOR VARIATION OF VECTORIAL The elements we choose are
ELEMENTS
1, a, e, P and Q
Milankovich has deduced the vectorial equa-
tions for the determination of general perturbs- For reasons of symmetry we take the expression
tions of vectors © and e. for _ in the form
1
q_ -- _ dL + "_- _(1 - e2) (Q • dP - P " dQ) 4 r dt
with the three additional conditions
P.P = 1, Q'Q = 1, e-o -- o. (16)
The Pfatfian equations (Equations 3-6) for the variation of constants in this particular case become:
1966028656-239
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gradQ _ + d L_ / j
--_ o, (19)
- (20)
(21)
-_-d /-_ : 0,
where u, v and w here are the Lagrangian multipliers associated with the constraints (Equation 16).
After some easy transformations _ve deduce from Equations 17-21:
.f_-_--T dP (22)
na 2 ]/I - e" _ + (A + w) P + vQ + gradQ F = 0 ,
i dQna_ ' - e2 -d-t- + (A - w) Q - uP - gradp F = O , (23)
1 • 1 4 e2 dP _F"_'na-d-_-+_na - Q ""_-+ a = 0 , (24)
dP dQ _l/i-- e_ _r (2_)
Q "-d't- = -P'-_- = + na 2 e "_e '
_F 1 da
- -_- na _- : 0 , (26)
where
1 ( de 2ha2 e de) (27)A = _ na _ "_'_'-- l'-'_"_'_ "_'_'-•
By multiplying Equation 22 by P and Equation by P and taking Equation 25 into account, we
23 by Q we deduce: have
h + w = -P • gradQ F, 1 - • ;I _F
v = -Q • gradQ F • _ , (30)
A - w = +Q " gradp F,
I - • 2 _F
u = -P gradp_" • "_'. (31)
_ (28)h = _-_'Q ' gradp F --,2- P " gradQ F ,
Substituting Equations 29-31 into Equations 221
w = - "_rQ " gradp F - -_- P • gradQ F . (29) and 23 and taking the identity
I = RP +_ +lilt
Multiplying Equation 22 by Q and Equation 23
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into account, we obtain
dP 1 _- e2 _F
d_" = na 2 _ RR grad O lr + na2 e _ Q ' (32)
dQ 1 _ _F
"as _ RR _,adp V na2 e _- P (33)
These two last equations are new. Equations 24
and 26 can be written in the classical form:
d/ 1 @2 _F 2 _F
-_ = na2e _-_- . (35)
da 2 _F
d-'Y : na _J , (34) From Equations 27, 28, and 34 we deduce
de 1 - e2 _F ]/I- e2
d'-t- : + _"_- + (P • gradq F - Q • gradp F). (36)na2 e na 2 e
The system Equations 32-36 forms a complete
set to be used in the development of perturbations.
From Equa*,ions 32 and 33 we see that the ......................
constraints (Equation 16) are satisfied. Because
of the existence of these constraints the determi- Q • Q_ = 0 .
nation of the additive constants of integration
associated with Equations 32 and 33 becomes
extremely simple. This simplicity justifies in Q "Q= + _-Ql2 = 0. (38)
part the choice of P and Q as the basic elements.
Changing the notation, we shall designate aT_y Q " Q_ + Ql " Q2 = 0 ,disturbed element E as a series
., ,...,.,,...,,,
E + El + E2 + E_ + "" ,
where E now means theundisturbedvalueand Q " Pl + P "0_ = o ,
Ek are the perturbationsof k-th order.We
deduce from Equation 16: 0 • P2 ' 02  P=" 0_ -- o . (39)
P "PI = O,
0 " P.t + p " Q.1 + P! ' Q_  P_lQI -= 0 .
1
P" P= *TP_= = o, (37) ,., ..,..,.......,.,..* , ,.,..,...,,., *.*,*
For Pk, Qk (k=l, 2, ...) we obtain from Equi-
P ' P_ + Pz" P= = 0 , tions 32 and 33 equations of the form:
dipk
d'-'-'_ = fk(P, 0, 8, I, e; Pl' 01' al' I1' el; "':; Pk-I' Qk-I' %.-I' Ik-l' ek-I) '
c_k
d'-'_ = _k(P, 0, a, I, e; Pl' 01' Ill' i!' el; "''; Pk-I' Ok-I' 8k-I' /k-I' ek-I) "
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Let qll : -P12
= ffk dt , qil -- -P2_ - [Pi " QI] ' (42)(Pk)
,,, : -_,_- [,, "Q_]- [,, "_,].
(ok)--[+,d, ......................................
We see from Equations 40-42 that in the proc-
ess of the determination of the perturbations of
where the integration is performed in a formal k-th order in P and Q the three constants pk2,
manner. We can write pks, qks can be considered as independent. The :
constants qkl are determined in terms of p_ and
Pk = (Pk) + PAl p + Pk2 {_+ Pk_ R . of the constants of the lower orders. The con-
stants pk_ and qk2 are also functions of the con-
stants of the lower orders. Although there are
Q_ = (ak) * qk_ p 2 Q + %s It . redundant elements there are no redundant con-
stants which cannot be determined easily. For
where pk_, qk_ are the constants of integration, the disturbed position vector e we have the
The expreasions (Pk), (Qk) contain the secular, standard expression
the mixed and the purely periodic terms, but
thereareno constanterms, r = Pa(cosu - e) +Qa _ sinu ,
Let [f]designatetheconstantpartinthemul-
tipleFourierseriesof some functionf(/,l',l", U " e $irtu = I ,
...). Taking into account
r
where all symbols now designate the disturbed
[(p,)] = [(.,)] = O, elements.
In order to verify the correctness of Equations
we deduce from Equations 37-39: 32, 33, and 36 we shall deduce them from the
corresponding classical equations. From
Pll = 0
!
p_, _-._ [p,] , , (40) p = co,_ sin0+ sin_ cos. cos ,
+ sin w sin i
Pal = " [PI Psi ,
°ooooo..oooooooo°..,
Q = "_-sin_ sin° + COS_OCOSOCOSif,
q,_ = 0 , + COSWsini
,,,, -- -_ [o,']. (4_) '_"°'_"
R = _-COS 0 sin ,
_,, -- - [_, .o,].
_. +cosi
,.0.....,..o...0,...
I
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we have
_" = R " + _- sin co + _" cos co , (46)
dP dw di d_
dt - Q _ + Rsin_ _" + k × P_- , (43) d_ d_ dP dQ
d"t" + cos i _" = Q " _" = -P . ;_- (47)
c_ d_ di d_
dt - -P -dV+ Rcos_ dT + k . Q-5i- . (44) From
_F _
and as a consequence of the two last equations: _-E = _'_ " grudp F + _ • gradQ F .
where
sin i dt - R • - _-cos_ + _-'sinw , (45) E = co. a. i .
and Equations 43 and 44, we deduce
_F
- Q • grad, F = P • gradQ F , (48)
_F
_i -- sinco(R • gr,d, F) + cosco(m • grod oF), (49)
_F
2o - k. p. g.,d,F+k.O" gr.dQF (50)
Substituting
k = (P sin co + Q cos co) sini + R cos i
into Equation 50, we obtain
-,inco(ll • grad@ F) + cos co(R • grad, F) = 1 _F _F= sln-'_-'_-_+ ctg i
From Equations 36, 45-47 and Equations 32, 33, 48-50 we obtain the classical equations:
da I _.FF
_" = ns2 _,'t-• 2 sin i _i '
\
di I _)F cos i ;)IF
-_ = n"_ I/T'T'_,ini _=_+" n.:I _ sin i _ '
clw _ _F do
_/" : + _-cos_ _/" ,na _ •
de 1 - • :1 _F _ ;_F
"_T: +_ _')'" nm'e "_rts:l e
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Let the matrix of direction-cosines between (P, Q, R) and (P', Q', R') be:
P. " P' = % , P " Q' -- a2 , P • R' -- :_3 '
Q. P' = /3, , Q" Q' = /_2 , Q" R' : /_ o
R • P' = TI , R • Q' : 7_ , R • R' : 7_ .
The disturbing function depends upon a_, a_, #S_and _. Taking into a ,count
gradpaI = gredQ_l -- P' '
grado P2 = grade a2 : Q' ,
gradQaI : gradQas : gradp_l = gradp_ : 0 ,
we obtain:
_F 3F
_F 3F R • grade F : +
grade F = _ P' + _ Q' , (51) N 71 _ 72 '
_F oF
R " gradQ F = _ _1 + _ T2 ;
_F
_F
g,ad, F : _7 p' + _ O' , (52)
and the Equations 32 and 33 become
- -,a3 t+ °a2
If the frame (P', Q', R') is a basic refe_nee frame, then the last two equations become:
where
dn' di'
.... "-_ - sin _ ,W -- _s P' + _ Q' + _ R' _2' : + cos_'sini' _'
is the absolute angular velocity of rotation of the dn' cl_'
frame (P', Q', R'), end _' : cos i' -_ + -_-
da' di '
_,' : + sin_' sJ. i' -_ + cos_' -di- , From Equations 53 and 54 we deduce the follow-
ing system of scalar equations for the variation of
I
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the direction-c._sines:
d_, I _{____ _F _ ]/l-_ , ,
d--t"= '"na2 I/i - e' )''_,81 9'1 + "_2 y2/ + na2 e _/'1 + (aa_, - _s*2) '
and
( ) ,,d-T=, - -
-_ d--_ = + " '" '
na___ 9'_ ")':+ "&"_ ' n_:•
,,ubstituting Equations 51 and 52 in'.o Equation 36 we obtain
_-= + W-+
Equations 32, 33, and 36 can be applied to the /_ = /_ cos f' +/_, sin f' ,
determination of the lunar and ,'olar long period
effects in the motion of close satellites. In the T = 7, cos f' + 7, sin f' .
case of close satellites the short period terms,
depending upon the mean anomaly of the satellite, Taking into account
can be neglected and the remaining portion [fl]
of the disturbing function can be developed grsd_ a = grsd_ _ = r ,0 ,
(References 12 and 13) into the series of polyno-
mials in e and in gr-da _ : Ilradp _ = 0 .
O. = a,1 ¢011 f' + o.. 8in f_ , _
we obtain from Equations 32, 33 and 36
" :
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and ditions. The components of g in the inertial
system are
._- : + -_--_ .
na 2 e 1 I
cosy (_ - _) i
A very elegant and convenient development of g_ = + 1 tg _- , ithe disturbing function for close satellites was cos _-(w + g)
given by Kaula (Reference 14). The use of the
Gibbsian rotation vector g (Reference 15) was l
suggested in an article (Reference 5) on the sin'_ (w- _) i
improvement of StrSmgren's theory (Reference 4). g2 = 1 tg -_- ,cos _- (_ + _)
The basic vectors P and Q can be represented
as relatively simple functions of g and the intro-
1
duction of g removes the necessity of keeping g3 = + tg'_ (_o + _) .
constraints (Equation 16) as the additional con-
i I '
Equation 47 shows that the Pfaifian (Equation 15) can be written as
_b = _ d/ + Cpa(l - e2) (d_ + cos i d_) + F dt . (55)
This form was originally used by Bilimovich. and
Taking
g2 i gl2 + g_
co- o = - 2 arctan gl ' tan2 2" = 1 + g_
+ _ = 2 arctan g3 ,
into account, we deduce from Equation 55
: f'_dJ+ 2 y_(l-e _)
' I +.2 , -d. +Fdt , (56)
where we put , = k +e )<It. (57)
The Pfaffianequation correspondingta g is
graal'_ 1 '+ !13 .s • _ - d 1,+,|2 • + grade =
or, after the differentiation is performed,
da 2na:_ • de ) •- "'__'- __T _ +._ +u'::_.F = o. (,_8)
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Taking into account
'_ do d, dg
•g .-_-g• .-_- = (g×,,,)x_- ,
we can write Equation 58 in the form
I + q2 h x _ - a _ _- 1 + .2 + gra b F : 0 , (59)
where
k + g x k + gg • kh = k + gx= _
1 * g2 1 * g2 (60)
We have from Equation 59:
I _ g2 s x h x + • x gradg F : 0 ,
or,afterdevelopingthetripleproduct,
l+g 2k • , (It : h, • + F (61)4ha2 _ • x gradg .
FronlEquations57and 60 we have .'
" h • , = 1 , (62)
and Equation 61 becomes
clg _ 1 +g 2
The Pfaffian equation associated with e is simply
"_e = o
or
2ha 2 e • dg _F
1 + g2 + Teedt -- 0 . (64)
From Equations 63 and 64 we obtain
clg (I + g2) ]/ 1 - e2 _F ] + g2
_ 7E : h
2ha2 e _ + 4ha2 _ s x gradg F . (65)
Multiplying Equation 59 by h and taking Equations 62 and 34 into account, we deduce
de I - e2 _F (I + g2)
= + _- k • gradg F. (66)na 2 e 2na-" e
The use of the Gibbsian rotation vector repre- of special perturbations to the domain of general
sents an application and an extension of StrSm- perturbations. The use of the vector g becomes
gren's and of the author's ideas from the domain especially convenient if the basic reference plane
i,
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EQUATIONS FOR VARIATION OF EULER'S
nearly coincides with the osculating orbit plane PARAMETERS
at the initial epoch. Then the components of g
become small--of the order of perturbations. It is also of interest to deduce the equations for
Now let a, e, l be the disturbed and P, Q the the variation of elements in terms of Euler
un-disturbed elements and put parameters:
1 1
r0 = Pa(cosu - e) + Qa)f 1 - e 2 sinu. kl = sin -2- i cos'_ (co - _) ,
u - e _inu = i 1 1
_2 = sin _ i sin _-(w - g) ,
Writingthe matrixof rotationr, which trans- (68)
formsr0intothedisturbedpositionvectorr,in I I
theGibbsianform 43 = cos _ i sin _ (co+ _) ,
2
r-I+ [ ]1 +g 2 gxI+gx(gxI) , (67) 1 1
_4 = cos_i cos_-(_o+ _) .
we have The additionalconstraintis
, = F • ro , _12 + _22 + _32 + 442 = 1 . (69)
or, in the developed form, Two of these parameters, namely Xl and X_,were
2 used by Hansen (Reference 6) in his 'anar theory.
r = r0 + [g x r + g x (g × r )]1 + g2 Q o . The author has suggested the use of all four in the
or theory of artificial satellites (Reference 7) and in
2 a modification of Hansen's lunar theory (Refer-
- 2
1 g + [ ] ence 16). Writing the Pfaffian (Equation 55) inr = ------'-_ rO 2 g x r 0 + gg • r 0 .
1 + g 1 + g the form
i
d(oJ + =) + tan2_ d (w - a)
¢ = lt'-_di + _//za(l - e 2) i + F dt
1 + tan2_
and takingEquation68 intoaccount,we deduce
¢ = ll_d] + 2 l_/za(1 - e2) (_l d\2 - _2 d41 + k4 dh,z - h.$ d_4) + F dt . (70)
The Pfaffian equations associated with the X-parameters take the form:
=
a¢ F_ 1
2dL]/#a(l- e=) 44J -w4 a dt = 0 (73)@
[¢ ,]+ 2d /_a(l --e 2) _, -wk4'dt = 0 . (?4)
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where w is the L_grangian multiplier associated with the constraint (Equation 69). Putting
._ da 2na2 e de (75)
^ -- ..¢l-e_-- fT-:-_,
we can write Equations 71-74 in the form:
dk_ _F
- Ak2 - 4na_ ¢ I - e2 _ -_ + wkI = 0 , (76)
I d_ l _3F+ A_t + 4na2_I}/-1-T_-'E"- _ + w_.z = 0 , (77)
d_'4 _F
+ A_, + 4.a _ fi - e _-_-- _ + w_ -- 0 , (78)
d_3 _F
- AX3 - 4ha2 (1 - e 2 _-_ + wk,, = 0 . (79)
From this last set of equations and Equation 69 we have
_F _F _F _F
^ -- - _,_ +_,_- _,_  _,'_;, (8o)
and
l_ d_._ dk I d_.4 d_3w = B - 4ha= _ x't -dT + _, -d'T"+ ,x.3_ - ,x.,,-'d_) ' (81)
where, for the sake of brevity, we put
_F _F _F _F
From the Pfaffian equetion
"_e = 0,
we deduce, after some transformations,
dk 2 dk_ dk_ dk_ Ill - e2 _F
- _-_- + _="_- + _ _ - _4 _ : - 2ha= e _ , (83)
and Equation 81 becomes
w = B + "2(I- e_) aFe _ "
II " I
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Substituting this value of w into Equations 76-79 we obtain:
dt = + 4ha _ _ " _l A - _2 B 2ha 2 e
d_2 _ 1 _('_t B/ ' _1"_dt 4ha2 _ + kz A - _-t + 1/ 1 - e 2 _F2na2 e
dt 4ha2 _ + _'3 A - _'4 B + '}f-_--_2nae _4 _" '
d_4 I 3(.___ ) _rl-e2. _F-_ = + - _3 _-4ha 2 1,_--_ - _'4 A - _'3 B 2na 2 e
Taking Equations 80 and 82 into account we deduce from the last set of equations:
d_t 1 [ _F
t
d_ 1 [ '_F
2na 2 e
d_._ 1 I bF
_F _F "] }/" 1 - e _ bF
- j _4
d_._ 1 [ 8Fdt 4na2 1/_- _ * (_2 _4 " _, _'3)
_F
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A similar set of equations was recently deduced by the author in less direct manner (Reference 16).
From Equations 34, 75 and 80 we obtain
d---t-= + "_- + --- - _1 + _ - _4na2 e 2na2 e 2 _ _
@ = - f-_ di + _//m(l - e2) P • d0 - F dt
The disturbed position vector r is given by the
formula: (84)
Iaa(C°SU ul
- e) and putting
o
q = il - e2 O - IP ,
where
u - e sin u = I . we deduce from Equation 84
where a, e, l are the disturbed elements. The ¢ = p • ckl - F dt .
expression for the matrix F in terms of X=,k=, M,
X, is given in Reference 7. We repeat it here for Thus p and q represent a purely vectorial
the sake of completeness: canonical se_ of elements. We have
r= [;,,,] , dq
: _ gradp F ,
_,, = * ;_t2 -_- _'_ + _2 '
dp
-_- : - gradq F .
CONCLUSION
k13 :  2(kI _._ - k= _4) ' The PfaIfian method is suggested for use in the
search for new sets of elements and in the forma-
k=l : + 2(_ k4 - _'l _'=) ' tion of equations for their variations. The appli-
cation of vector analysis permits the formation of
Pfatfian equations in a very compact and elegant;_ : + 2(;_ ;_ + ;_ _.,) ,
form. A method of integration similar to von
Zeipel's method (Reference 17) can be based on
_== : " _= + _== - _'_= + _'_= ' the expansion of the PfaIfian differential form in
powers of a small parameter.
_._=: + 2(_._'4- x.=x._),
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ON THE SIMULTANEOUS COMPUTATION OF THE
SECULAR AND RESONANCE EFFECTS IN THE
MOTION OF CELESTIAL BODIES*
PETER MUSEN
The stability of the orbit of a celestial body depends predominantly upon the long period
perturbations in its elements. The long period effects produced by the sun and the moon can
prolong or shorten the lifetime of a satellite considerably. In every attempt to solve the problem
of stability of the asteroidal ring the long period effects must be taken into account. Unfortu-
nately, no convenient expansion of the disturbing function exists for large values of the eccentricity,
large values of the inclinations, or large values of the ratio of the semimajor axes of the disturbed
and disturbing body. Thus numerical integration must be used.
In the problem of determining orbital stability the disturbing function cannot be used in
its standard form, because it contains the combined effects of the long and short period terms.
If the short period t_" are not removed, then the integration step will be too short, and the
accumulation of the erlovs from rounding off will be too great over a long time interval. Thus,
before integration all short period effects were removed from the disturbing function by a
numerical process which avoids the development into series. In a previous article by the author
the suggestionwas madeto use Halphen's method to compute the effects cau_! by the secular terms.
However, the author feels that the results of computation cannot be considered complete
if they do not include the near resonance effects. As a result, Halphen's method is extended
by inclusion of the near resonance effects caused by the commensurability of the mean motions
of the disturbed and disturbing bodies. Liouville's method reduces the problem to a single
harmonic analysis. The introduction of a nonsingular set of elements permits the extension of
the method to the cause of near circular orbits and to the case of low inclinations of the orbital
planes.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
k = the Gaussian constant
ffithe angle between the equatorial and the ecliptical planes 1950.0
r ffithe position vector of the disturbed body
u ffithe eccentric anomaly of the disturbed body
f = the true anomaly of the disturbed body
t, _, £, lr, i, e, a, = the standard elliptic elements of the disturbed body
P, Q, .. = Gibbs' vectorial elements of the disturbed body
= th_ angular distance of the departure point in the orbit plane of the disturbed
bLxiy from the ascending node
x ffithe orbital true longitude of the perigee
: ecos x
= • sinx
*Publiahed=. NASA T_h,i_l NoteD-21fa,Jura 1984.
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L = the mean longitude of the disturbed body
LI ffi_'{-x= the orbital mean longitude of the disturbing body
X -- rcos(f+x)
y = rsin(f+x)
Q+cr
COS
C05
G+cr
sin T i
q = _-cr tan _"
(:OS
g--(7
s = tan T
r'= the position vector of the disturbing body
u'--the eccentric anomaly of the disturbing body
l _,_', fl', v t, i', e', a', n'ffi the standard elliptic elements of the disturbing body
P', Q', R'--Gibbs' vector'al elements of the disturbing body
p = the distance between the disturbed and the disturbing body
S ffithe component of the disturbing force in the direction of the radius vector of
the disturbed body
T ffithe component of the disturbing force lying in the orbital plane and normal
to the radius vector
W ffithe component of the disturbing force normal to the orbital plane.
INTRODUCTION a small divisor will appear when the in-
The problem of determining the long period ef- tegration is performed analytically. The
fects in the motions of celestial bodies is a central terms producing such small divisors are
named "the critical terms."
problem in the determination of orbital stability
over a long time interval. Two types of long The long period effects as well as their interactions
period perturbations are of primary importance can be determined analytically, but only under
in treating the problem of stability: the restrictions that the eccentricities or inclina-
tions are small and that only one critical term is
1. The effects produced by the secular
terms in the disturbing function. The present.The secular effects have been treated humeri-
arguments of the secular terms contain cally with Halphen-Goriachev theory (References
neither the mean anomaly of the dis-
turbing body nor the mean anomaly of 1-4). The only restriction impo_:_ on the ele-
ments by this method is that a very close approach
the disturbed body. between the disturbed and the disturbing bodies
2. The effects produced by the commen- cannot be considered. The secular effects of _he
surability of mean motions. If the ratio fir_.tand second order were computed by means
of the mean motions of the disturbed of numerical integration over an interval _of 10-20
and the disturbing bodies can be ap- years for artificial satellites, and over an interval
proximated by a rational number, then of many thousands of years for minor planets.
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Several unexpected features and large variations COMPUTATION OF THE SYSTEM OF FORMULAS
of the elements affecting their stability have been FOR SECULAR AND RESONANCE EFFECTS
discovered (References 4 and 5). ' The system of formulas given in this article is
However, the scheme previously used becomes based on the application of the method of Liouville
incomplete if there are critical terms in the devel- (Reference 6) and on Halphen's method. It takes
opment of the disturbing function. The effects into account the secular as well as the critical
produced by the critical terms in the elements effects.: The equations for variations of the ele-
might become comparable with those produced by ments are also given in the form which includes
the secular terms, and i;: addition, the problem of the cases of small eccentricity and small inclina-
the mutual influence of terms of both types arises. Lion. Let F(u, u') be a function of the form
+¢t +_o ,
where where i and i' are relative primes, then the critica
l = u - e sin u . arguments have the form
k(i/-i'l') .
I _ = u_ - e' ,=inu' ,
By using th_ Liouville substitution (Reference 6),
and the coefficients Aj4', Bj.: are functions of all l = i'_' .
the remaining elements. If it is assumed that
0
n' i l' = io"- _ ,
-7 -" i-'; Equation 1 can be written in the form:
+lO *_
F(u, u') = ,,)0cos (ji' - j'i)#' + 77 u + B),, sin ji' - j'i)o' + _; 0 . (2)
The angle q'isnot containedin the argument if Putting 0= 9, _, =/2, 3_'/2,_/4, in Equation 4
yields:
ji'-i'i -- 0 ,
_(0) = ho.o + h,,+ h2,.a ,, + As,,s,, + .-' ,
or, consequently, if
j = pi , _ _(_) : Ao. o - A., + Aai.2 ,, - As,a,, + "'" ,
(3)
j° = pi' , ¥(_) = ho.o + n,.,,- h,..,,,- B,..,,+ ...
where p=0, 1_ 2,.... Let us designate the com-
bination of all terms in F(u, u') which do not _(-'_) -- ^0.o- B,.,,- ^2,.3,' + B3,.a,' + "'" ,
contain ¢' by $(0):
_(0) = Ap,.p,, cospO+Bp,.p l' sinp# • ¥ = ho. o + ,.,, + B,,,, + Ba,.] ,, + "'" .
,.o It is rarely necessary to go beyond the critical
By taking Equation 3 into accot:-_ it may be term with the argument 2it-2i'f'. Thus, the
deduced from Equation 2 that coeflicienta Asi.al', Bsi.,,', etc. can be neglected
1 r _" and a set of simple for,,...ulas results:
_(e) : ];_ Jo F(u, u') d_' _(0) - _(-)A,.,. -- a , (8)
, .. ,®
" = Z ("'P" cOSpO+'pi.p,, sinpO) • (4) B,. , = 2 ' (6)
p=O
#
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In the case of a large or moderate eccentricity set values of the angle ¢. Now a collection of for-
mulas can be established for the actual computa-
u -- i'_ ; tion of the effect of resmance in the elements on
then the basis of the Liouville equations (Equations
l' -- u' - e'sinu' 5"-8). Setting j
= iqb--- sin _ - .-'7, (9)
I' l Al(a) -- +cosa - sin .
+ sin_ +cos
and Equation 4 takes a form mo, e convenient for
numericalcomputations: p cosa - sina 0q i
A3(a) = _ sina +cosa _I ' i
,10 ir_(o) --_ F(u,.')_ d_ (I0) 0 0 +" I
Thislastintegraliscomputedasa simplea:_th- we can deducethe Gibbs vectorialelementsP,
meticalmean of the integrandsof equidistant Q, R and P',Q',R' by means oftheformulas:
[P,Q,R] --AI(() • As(m) • A:(i)• As(:.),
[P',O',11'I= As(':)• A_(Q°) " A1(i')" As(e+')•
In the case of an artificial satellite the elements o_and tl are referred to the equator and
[P, 0, II] : As(u) • Al(i) " As(w) •
The coordinates of the disturbed body are
x = iP,(cosu- e) * a l_-eTQ, sinu ,
y : ,P,(cosu-e) * -_O,,inu , (11)
• = aP,(cosu-e) + i_'_Q, alnu ,
.#
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i and the coordinates of the disturbing body a:e
i x' = ,'P'(co, u'-e')+.'_-e'20.',i,u ' .
y* 8e (COS Ue _ ea ae l(_y s:nu e ,: P,' ) "_ 4" e e ' (12)
z' = a'P'(c°su°-c,) + ae_/_-e'2 Q,esinu°
The square of the mutual distance is Set u : ie4_ ,
.2 = r' + eel _ 2r " r e (13) U'" e'sinu e : i_-_- _'_sini'_.
The radialcomponent S, the orthogonalcorn-
Let the criticalargument be ponent T, and the normal component W of the
B = i l - i'l' disturbing force can be considered functions of
the angle ¢ and the critical argument e. Thus
r7_ r " r e -km e p$ = rS(_b,O) 0 (14)
rT2 (R • r x r ) -- rT(&, e) , (15)
W = km' (_-_ 1-/11 • r' (16)r_s = w(_,e).
From the following standard equations for variations of the elements
_- = a2 --l_e + T-...._
,- _ -- xe _ + T -_- - ke ......Tr ,
r ( :.) ,]" i do(in ni I sin + 2sin i I _ 'd-'t = l _e -L-S.co, f+T. 1+ l_e=
aT : ---;-s, ,- ll/i:-_ aT ,1 ll/i':-_.i.* aT .
do nsr
sJnl aT : k_l.f___e2 Isin(f+_) ,
di ._r
aT : Icol(! +.o,:,),
#t
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the short period and the secular terms may be and the transformed equations will contain only
eliminated by using the process described above, the effect of the critical terms. By designating
h,, : K, B , : K_ , A , = K = K4, 21,21 3 ' _21,2 il ' !
the derivative of an element E becomes !
dE
: K I cosU  K2 si,._ + K 3 COS 2_ + K 4 sin20 . (17)
Letusintroduccthefollowingnotations:
f(¢, o) - f(¢, _)
.... _-...... f_(¢),
--'22 f_(¢) ' :
4 : fa(_) '
¢_-1 r
f(¢.;) I/2'1 If(C, O) f(¢, 2)] ---w---Lf(¢'77' f(¢.---_)J = f4(¢)
These values of tile coefficients Kj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are deduced:
in dn/dt
Kj(_) : - _ S esinu_Tj ck5 ;
in de/dr
Kj(') = ,_o -e 2 Si sinu+T i. - e+2cosu- _ ecos2u d_ ; (19)
in d: ,/dt
' ["[ ( ) oir 1 i K (m ;K,('_)= _- -S (cos u- e) + T, 1+ K l-e'2 _/_- e2 sin cl_* 2sin 2 _ ; (20)
in _t,/dt
If"e2 r 2J 1 + 1_/_
in dfl/dt
I f--'E"- r
Kj(_ _ = _ VI_--_ W _ cosu-e)_inoJ+ sinucos d_ ; (29)
1966028656-258
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in di/dt
J _- _ l-e2 Wj _ cos u - e) cos x- - e2 sin u sin _ c_ . (23)
It is interesting ',o note that Equations 18-23 are (Reference 7). In fact, p, q, and s are the corn-
similar in form to the equations for the computa- ponents of Gibbs' rotation vector (Reference 8).
tion of secular effects. The cases of small in- From the equations
clination and small eccentricity ,deserve special
d° rW
attention. Equations 20 and 22 contain a "small sin i _- sin ( f + _) ,
divisor" if i or e is very small. Instead of the ]_a (1- e 2)
standard orbital elements, a nonsingular set of
elements can be introduced. The set of elements di rW
- cos(f+_) ,
_- }/_a(1 - e')
l_+Gr ]
cos" 2 i do" dQ
P - a-cT tan _ , d-t = cosi _ ,
COS T
+_ itisdeduced that
I (24) [ ]
q _-a tan _ ,
cos--r dp _ W (l+p')X+(pq-s)Y,
I
- w x+ +..) • . (26)
2_-e 2)
:.. _: = ec°sx ' } ds - a_W: ) I( ]
(25) dt 2 e2 . ps-q)X+ (GS+P) Y .
": 7) : esinx_ ,
,: It can be seen that no small divisor is present,
• determines the positi,3n of the osculating ellipse even if the inclination is small. X and Y are the
= without the introductigr of a singularity for i=0 coordinates of the disturbing body in an ideal
• or e = 0. The use of Equatio,ls 25 for the corn- system of coordinates with the X- and Y-axes in
; putation of perturbations was suggested by the the orbital plane. They can be written in the
author in his article on Strfmgren's perturbations form:
X : rcos(f+x)
_ _2 ._:t I cosk+ _ sink- ,
J
¥ = rsin(f+x)
= ° 2 _ _+ _+_;/i-z_ (28)
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where X is the eccentric orbital longitude,
= u + x • (29)
Also (Reference 9)
¢]td_= 1_ Ssin(f+)c)+T 1+ a l-ls cos(f+x)+ _ l_eS T_ , (30)
dr_ = .r __.k. sin(f +x) i 1.2eS T . (31)-'t -e s) - Scos_,f +X) + T 1* a l eS
We write the critical argument in the form: Considering the disturbing force as a function of
a' and _, set
a = iL 1 - i°/' .
fro", O) - fro", _)
Then the Liouville substitution becomes 2 - f l(a')' etc.
L I = ieG ' ,
From Equations 26, 30, and 31 the following
expressions are deduced for the coefficients of the
ze = io-' - .-:-; • critical terms :l
'"' " [('*'sl (3,)
) _ I I
"(' 4,-_ Jo W [(Ixl+s)X* (l+qS) Y] d_' , (33)
K
134)
_ 1 I_ _Kj(') 4,n_ Wj[<ps - q) X + (qs + p) Y] dr' ,
1 r 1 X+ Tj a d_'Kj(_) = -_ SjY+Tj + n 1- as l-e s '
 Ii'I ,36,I r _ ¥+ Tj TdoK(_)_ = "_ SiX+T _ 1+ a l_e s' as 1-e s
The exprebsion for the position vector of the disturbed body to be used in the computations of the
integrands is:
r = 1 + pS  qS+ sS ' (37)
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where the elemcnts _'ij (i is the row ind. _ and j is the column index) of the matrix r are determined
from the formulas (Reference 10):
Tll = + p2 - q2 - s 2 + 1 , T21 = + 2(s+pq) , T31 = + 2(sp-q) ,
712 : - 2(s-PCl) , 7_2 = _ p2 + q2 - s2 + 1 , 732 = + 2(p+ sq) . *(38)
713 = + 2(q + ps) , 723 -- " 2(p-sq) , ")133 = _ p2 _ q2 + S2 - l
x and Y are given by Equations 27-29. Kepler's small ieclination.
equation is replaced by The effects of the secular and critical terms
must be integrated together. Again Halphen's
- _ sin \ + v cos _ : I._ (39) method may be used for the computations of the
secular effects. A complete collection of formulas
in a way similar to Herget's method of writing is given in the author's previous article (Reference
Kepler's equation for small eccentricities (Refer- 3). However, if i or e, or both, are small, the
ence 11). Similar systems of equations can be system requires some modification.
established for numerical integration of the secu- For the values, say, X=0 °, 10°, ..., 350 °,
lar effects for the case of a small eccentricity or a compute:
" a " FX ]
i Px' Py P.' X
1 o
= 1 + p2 + q_ + s2 Q' Qy Q' • 1-"• (40)
#
R' Ry R'
x and Y are defined by Equations 27 and 28. Kepler's equation is taken in the form of Equation 39.
Then, as in the previous article, put
_ X # + @#a ,
/_ -- y ,
"y = z .
Equations 4-9 of Reference 3 remain unchanged, but Equation 10, p. 121, for the variations of the
elements must be replaced by:
dn 3k I "0)
_ : - -_- _- | + TO d_ , (41)
1 2 a
: SoX  , '
J
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d_ 2_/_-_) _ Wo_ 1+p_)x, (_-_)Y d_. (44)
2_(1-_) _ wo; pq+_)x+(1,q_) d_, (45)
_02_
ds I I r
d'--t : 2_,lVa_e 2") _ Wo _" [(ps-q)X+ (qs+p)Y]d;_ , (46)
dLl 2 1 2 _ _- - v _ (47)
d--t"= - _-_; S0dk+ 1,_/__em
O
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DETERMINATION OF THE TRIAXIALITY OF THE
EARTH FROM OBSERVATIONS ON THE DRIFT
OF THE SYNCOM II SATELLITE*
C. A. WAGNER
SUMMARY The average growth of the semimajor axis for
this period wasThe near 24-hour Syncom II satellite (with an
almost circular orbit) l:as been under continuous
observation by range and range-rate radar and (.09944-.0080) kin/day. (4)
minitrack stations for 7 months since mid-August Combining the results of (1) through (4) above
1963, when the orbit was relocated, placing its for the two separate drift periods, it is estimated
mean longitude at about 55 degrees west of Green-
with. During the first 4 months of this period, (on the basis of a triaxial geoid only) that the
the satellite was allowed to drift free in the gravity absolute magnitude of the longitude dependent-
fields of the earth, sun, and moon. In this first gravity coefficient J22 is
free-drift period, the satellite experienced a mean J22= -(1.7 + .05)× 10-_.
daily drift acceleration of its ascending node (with
respect to Greenwich) of This value corresponds to a difference in major
and minor earth-equatorial radii of
- (1.27 + .02) X 10-3 degrees/day _. (1)
The average growth of the semimajor axis for (a_-b_)=2134-6 feet
this period was
The best present estimate of the position of the
(.0993 4- .0042) km/day. (2) earth's major equatorial axis is
These values, checked by a simulated particle ),22=19+6 degroes west of Greenwich.
trajectory run on the Goddard ITEM program,
confirm a significant longitt'de-dependent earth- In view of previous estimates of the higher order
gravity potential. The existence of a "triaxial tesseral harmonics of the earth's field, the true
earth" has been a speculation of geodesists since value of Je_, separated from the small influence of
the early years of this century, gravity anomalies of _nird and higher order on the
": During the last 3 months of this 7-month drift reduction for a triaxial earth only at "synchro-
; period, starting at the end of November 1963, nous" altitudes, will probably be somewhat higher
Syncom II was relocated at about 60 degrees west than the - 1.TX $-e reported herein. The true
! of Greenwich. In this period, the mean daily value of J22, however, is not likely to be greater
7 drift acceleration of the ascending node was than -2.2 × 10-e or smaller than -1.6 × 10-e.
•_ The true location of the earth equator's major axis
-(1.324-.02) X 10-s degrees/day _. (3) is not expected to differ significantly from that
• Published aa Goddard 8pace Flight Cenfer Document X-621-64-90, reported herein, when all higher tesseral harmonics
-_" Aprilt_. are accounted for. (See Appendix B.)
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The reported value cf J22-- - 1.7 × 10-6 implies errors and to the limited sampling of the field from
that a maximum tangential velocity correction of observations on a small number of medium-alti-
tude, medium-inclination satellites.
&VT = 5.36 ft./sec./year As late as July 1963, Izsak stated (Reference 2):
"It might be some *.:'mebefore one can arrive at
is required to keep a satellite with a 24-hour cir- definite conclusions regarding the longitude de-
cular equatorial orbit continuously "on station" pendence of the earth's gravity field." The pres-
at a longitude midway between the longitudes of ence of Syncom II, high over the earth with a
the equatorial major and minor axes of the earth, nearly stationary, narrow figure-8 ground track
The original "conservative" Syncom I design centered close to the equator, dramatically alters
requirement of &Vr=17 ft./sec./year correction this gloomy outlook. The 24-hour satellite is
capability was based on the longitude.dependent high enough to be unaffected by the earth's atmo-
earth field of Izsak (January 1961), which is now sphere, yet is close enough to the earth to be pro-
out.iated. (See Appendix B and Reference 4.) tected from the solar wind by the "magneto-
sphere" of the earth, and to remain essentially
INTRODUCTION unaffected by sun or moon gravity.SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
In theory, as the ground track is nearly station-AND DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS
ary, any small earth-gravity anomaly in longitude
The question of the existence and extent of the will in time, cause significant drift of the ground-
longitud .-dependence of the earth's external grav- track configuration. In theory too, only observa-
ity field has concerned geodesists since the early tions of the longitude of the satellite from a single
years of this century. (See Reference 1 for ex- ground station are _ecessary to reveal this effect
ample.) The existence of a longitude-dependent _f the "tesseral" gravity field over an extended
field implies the existence of inhomogeneities and period of time. Long-term observations of the
states of stress within the earth which are of fun- longitude drift of one or more 24-hour satellites
damental importance to all dynamical theories of should reveal the exact nature of the tesseral-
the earth's interior, gravity field to at least the third order without
In Appendix B, I have summarized 23 reduc- essential difficulty. The great height of the 24-
tions of gravimetric, astro-geodetic, and satellite hour satellite tends to cancel out the individual
gravity data reporting longitude-dependent terms contributions to the longitudinal drift of anoma-
in the earth's external gravity field represented as lies higher than about the fourth order. It is
a series of spherical harmonics. Ten of these fortunate that the initial slGw westward drift of
reductions are based on worldwide surface-gravity the ground track of Syncom II (August 1963 to
measurements only. Although surface measure- March 1964) appears to have occurred relatively
ments have the advantage of providing an excel- close to a point midway between the triaxial
lent sampling of the field in latitude and longitude, earth's major and minor equatorial axes where the
they are seriously affected by even small uncer- perturbation of the second tesseral-gravity anom-
tainties in station position with respect to the aly, for which the reduction was made, is greatest.
mean earth geoid, as these are of the same order- A weighted average of the longitude-perturbation
of-magnitude as the reported geoid deviations fields of Kozai (1962), Zhongolovitch (1957),
caused by longitude-dependent gravity. Kaula (September 1963), and Izsak (July 1963%
Of the 12 satellite reduced tesseral gravity at the _lJtude and longitude of Syncom II during
fields, those of Kozai (1962), Izsak (July 1963), this period, shows that the second tesseral should
Kaula (September 1963), and Guier (1963) show be contributing about 80 to 85 _ercent of the
good general agreement in the eastern hemisphere perturbing force. If further observations of this
when the constants are used as a set. Ali of these and other 24-hour satellites confirm this estimate,
observers are aware, nevertheless, of the high then the magnitude of the dominant J.,2 potential
degree of uncertainty in the reported values of the term, separated from higher order effects, will in-
individual coefficients themselves, this uncertainty crease by 25 percent at most from the value re-
being due mainly to unresolved station-datum ported here, which is based on the assumption
1966028656-264
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that only the triaxial earth-gravity field is being graphic coordinates; no attempt was made to treat
measured by the drift observations. The reported the drift of the inclined 24-hour satellite
location of the major equatorial axis of the triaxial In this report, I will depart from this rather in-
earth ellipsoid is not expected to change signifi- volved and difficult-to-visualize procedure of
cantly with this later refinement, linearization-of-the-equations-of-motion. Instead,
In summary, long-term observations on the I will show how simple it is to derive the dominant
drift of Syncom II have already established to a drift and orbit-expansion equations for the 24-
high degree of certainty that: hour _atellite by dealing with what can be called
"the perturbation of the 2-body energy" of the1. The earth must be considered to be a
"triaxial ellipsoid" (for example, having geographically stationary satellite by the small
a sea-level surface of this form) for thf but persistent longitude-dependent earth-gravity
t purposes of 24-hour satellite design, force. Th;s paper will not discuss in detail the
(For broader geodetic purposes; a sig- limits of validity of the expressions derived, l:,-
nificant longitude dependent gravity _tead, to assess the accuracy with which thesc
field exists, defining: expressions predict the satellite's behavior, simu-
lated trajectories with typical Syncom II orbit
2 2 X 10-4< IJ_i < 1.6X 10-s; elements have been run on Goddard's particle pro-
-25°<X22< - 13°.) gram "ITEM." These trajectories (Appendix A)
confirm the validity of the derived drift equations
2. The difference between the major and to an accuracy well within the "noise levels" in
minor equatorial radii of that ellipsoid is the orbital elements reported for Syncom II. The
not less than 200 feet nor greater than equations are essentially the same as those which
225 feet. P. Musen has derived by a more ger,eral but more
3. The location of the major equatorial axis complex "energy perturbation" method (Reference
of the "triaxial geoid" is between 13 7).
: degrees and 25 degrees west of Green-
wich. ,N,.. o...
, / .... _ .,_4- HOUR SATELLITE
It may be added that the study of simulated 24- / _x- / AT,F,o. _rs
: / /" ._1_' ASCENDING MOOt
hour satellite drift in a triaxial earth field, influ- tA_r.'s-.--.Z .. , /_( \\RO'rArmN 1-___ -,y_/ \ _\
enced also by sun and moon gr_,vity and by sun- ._ A.D t -r/z;>_:_ , _ \
• C,.,=CTIONI "Y//_/'A _de i l..\
radiation pressure perturbations, shows that tbe t V//_dd )'--' \F
theory of longitude drift presented in this report is
substantially unaffected by all perturbations ex-
-_ cept that due to the earth's elliptical equator and
possible higher order longitude-dependent earth-
gravity anomalies.
FmvaE 1.--Orbit plane of a 24-hour satellite, looking
!. BasicTheory of this Reduction southerly.
(Determination of the Longitude Drift and Or-
bit Expansion for a 24-Hour Satellite With a Near- In Figure 1, F is a small earth-gravity perturba-
Circular Orbit Affected by a Small But Persistent t;on force acting tangentially to an initial circular
Tangential Perturbing Force.) 24-hour satellite orbit; d,_is a small arc length of
The dominant perturbations of a 24-hour equa- the satellite's path around the earth. At the be-
: torial satellite in a higher order earth-gravity field ginning of the dynamics, the total energy (the sum
• have been derived many times in the literature of potential and kinetic) of the satellite in a spher-
: (References S, 4, 5, and 6). In these references, ical earth-gravity field (Reference 8) is
the perturbations were found by directly lineariz-
ing the equations of motion themselves and dis- .EE .... 0)
playing the perturbed motion in appropriate gaD- 2a,
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where uz is the earth's gaussian gravity constant surface of the earth after the first sidereal day is
(3.986X 105 kmn/sec'). The energy added to the
satellite by F per day is k(l = 1 sidereal day)(AT,)2_r
-- _,, (radians/sidereal day) (8)
_E = ._ Fd,= 2_ra,p, (2)
where $'=(1/2r)jfFdO.$', in units of force per (See Reference 9 for example). The minus sign
unit mass, is the orbit averaged energy perturbing is taken in (8) because a gain in period is accom-
force. If the orbit is purely circular, only a tan- panied by a decrease in net geographic longitude
gential perturbation force can cause a change in for the initially 24-hour satellite (for example, for
the total energy.. The ITEM simulated trajec- the daily geographic position of the ascending
tories in Appendix A and the real Syncom II orbits node). Combining Equations (7) and (5) in (8)
both maintain eccentricities of the order of 0.0001 _ gives
for periods up to 100 days. Equation (2) as. 12_r2R
sumes the eccentricity is zero for the 24-hour k(t=l aid. day)=- (rad./sid. day). (9)IzE/ (a,) 2
satellite of semimajor axis a,.
From (1), the change in energy of a 24-hour As the gain in semimajor axis is small over one
satellite is accompanied by a change in semi-major day (a,d, in fact, small compared to a,, for the
axis expressed by entire libration period of the satellite in the tri-
axial earth field), the drift rate will continue to
AE-- _ Eas or build up linearly with time initially, adding incre-
2(a,) _' ments of (9) each day. Thus, the net longitudinal
drift acceleration of an initially 24-hour satellite
hao=2( a,)2hE. (3) is
/aE
Substituting (2) into (3), the change in semimajor ")_= 12r_R (rad./sid. day _) (10)
axis of the 24-hour near-circular orbit, per day, is
approximately given by Rewriting (4) as
Aa= 4_r(a')sP (4) d =4_r(a')zF, (length units/aid, day) (11)
From Kepler's third law, tbe _eriod of a 2-_-hour gives the expansion rate of the initially 24-hour
orbit as a function of its semimajor axis is near-circular satellite orbit due to a small but
persistently acting orbit-averaged tangential
2_r(a,)z/_
T,= (pg)l/2 • (5) perturbing force r.
Thus, if the semimajor axis changes by Aa,, the 2. Evaluation of the Perturbing Force
period change is given by Figure 2 shows the position of the 24-hour satel-
lite with respect to the earth and the celestial
"" 3T(a')mVa' (6) sphere. F., F, and F_, earth-gravity perturbing£1_s-----_ '.
forces in the r_dial, latitude, and longitude direc-
Substituting (4) into (6), the change _nperiod, per tions, are assumed to be acting on the satellite at s.
day, of a 24-hour circular orbit is gi'¢en by Considering only the earth-gravity r:-turbation
forces arising from the ellipticity of the -arth's
AT,= 12T_(a')V"P (7) equator (Reference 10), Appendix B gives these(u _)m forces as
The apparent net longitudinal drift rate of the 24- _(Ro/a,)S I ..
hour satellite's ground track with respect to the F = _ lus2s cos2 _ cos 2(_-h_.) I _12)
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_o,T. Let ttle geographic longitude of the satellite at
I _ Pao_cr_o_,_ the ascending node (AN) be X0. Counting time
• 1_ /OF _IYNCOM| _ CI[L_'STIAL
_N,_,,_R,_,_ 7" /_K from this orbital position, the geographic longi-
._'¢_ .t., .T.,.t ,._._._ , ",_,_ ð°LŒof the 24-hour satellite at s in its near-circular
, _.o_._/ 7 2_-__/
/ orbits
_®_x) -"4..."/ ./EAm'_ ;_"5_'"l'_"_A' ¢J_-E_ )`= Xo+AL-- W,.e(Fi_'ure 2)
_fk,_,, _,_ / X=X0+tan-' [tan 0 cos (i)]--oJ_, (17)
%
w, is the earth's siderea| rotation rate. For the
24-hour satellite (starting the dynamics with S.MAJOR AXIS
at A.N., for convenience), e-w,,, so that (17)
FmvRz 2.--Position of a 24-hour satellite with a near- becomes
circular orbit with respect to the earth and the celestial
sphere. )`=hoTtan -I [tan 0 cos (i)J--0, (18)
F,-_(R°/a')_ approximately. The function tan-_[tan 0 cos (i)]
-- _ {6J_2 cos _bsin _ cos 2(^-_) }, -0 is even about 0= 0 and 0= _/2, with a period
(12A) of z-, and behaves like a somewhat distorted sine
F_,=_gRola,_,, function (Figure 3 and Appendix C). Call this
(a,) 2 {6J_2 cos 4)sin 2()`-X=_)}. (13) function 5). and note that for i<33 degrees, Ah is
always less than 5°. Thus, using (18) and assure-
As long as the orbit is nearly circular, F, will have ing i is sufficiently small (i< 45° proves to be
negligible contribution to F. The contribution a sufficient restriction on the inclination),
to F from F, is: cos 2 (X-),_) for the 24-hour satellite can be
approximated by
F(,)ffiF, cos a=K sin _bcos _ cosa cos 2(),-)`_)
(14) cos 2 0'-)`_) -'cos 2 (Xo-_2_) -2AX sin 2 (Xo-)`_)
K is a constant for a single orbit. -- -cos 270+2A)` sin 27o. (]8A)
Similarly, sin 2 (k-)`_) can be approximated by
K= _:_,(-(_,)_). (14A) sin 2 (m-X,)+2A)` cos 2 (h0-X,,)
-sin 2_'0-2A)` cos 270-"sin 2 (X-X_) (18B)
In the right spherical triangle AN, s, L, note the
following trigonometric relations: In Figure 3, 7o is the geographic longitude of the
tan 5L node of the 24-hour nearly circular satellite orbit
cos (i)= , (15A) with respect to the minor equatorial axis. With
tan O these expansions [(18A) and (18B)], and us.:_g
/an _ (15B), (14) becomes
cos a= tan # ' (15B)
F(,) = K sin_bc°s_tan_ { - cos 2_0+2A). sin 2),0}.
sin _=sin (i) sin #, (15C) tan #
cos (i) Using (15C) in the above expression, the contribu-
sin affix" (15D)
cos _ tion to the perturbing force F due to F_ becomes
_ From (15A), F(,) =K sin_ (i)2sin 2_ { - cos 2),0
ALftan-_[tan # cos (i)]. (16) +2A), sin 2),0}. (19).
,-Iv
/
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, perturbation force over a single 24-hour orbit,
| I [ (21) and (24)sum to produce
8Xg_X.)
= -Ksin 2_o cos (04 sin_ (i) X(max) . (25)
qm_cu/ __ _,,sT touA_," 3. Completion of the Derivation of the Drift
L0,w_oc_ Equations--- Appendix C shows that
AX(max)ftan-l,_ec (i)]-45 °.
It is also shown there that, to a high degree of
accuracy for i < 50°,
FmuBm 3.--G_Taphic subsatellite track of 24-hour
satellitein a near-circularorbit, cos (i) _ sin2 AX (max) 1+cos 2 (i)2 - 2
Numerically integrated orbits have shown that
Writing AX"-AX(max) sin 20, (19) becomes the drift theory for a 24-hour satellite stemming
from (25) is in enor by more than 2 percent for
Fc¢)---Ksin _ (i)[-cos 270] sin 20 i>45 °. With this restriction on orbit inclina-
2 tion, using the above approximation for the in-
clination factor, wo can rewrite the longitude
-K sin * (i) AX (max) [sin 27o sin _20] (20) drift and orbit expansion equat;.ons (10) and (11),
Averaging F_,> over 0<0_<2T,(20)gives evaluating P by (25), giving
P_,) =lJl"F t,)dO q ffi_/(a,)" sin 2"Yo,(rad./sid. day 2) (26)
o = sin_ lAX (max).[K sin 270] ,21)
2 dffi 4*(a')Krcos'..(i)+l] sin 270,/as L z J
The contribution to F from F_ is (length anits/sid, day). (27)
F_ffiFxcos (90--)=Px sin a Substituting (14A) into (26) and (27) reduces
= K sin ,_ cos 0 { - sin 27o- 2AX cos 270}, (22) these expressions to
from (13)and (18B). Using (I_D) in (22), and [ (_ ]noting that AX_-AX(max) sin 20, as before, gives ?ffi72_r2J'(R°/a')_ c°s_ )+1 sin 270,
the contribution to F from Fx as (rad./sid. day 2) (28)
[cos'-(i) + 1]F_ = Kcos (i) { - sin 270- 2AX(max) sin 20cos270 }. d = - 24,rJ, (Ro/a,)R. _ sin 270,(23)
(length unit/sids, day). (2"+)
&v_raging Ftx_ over 0_<0_<2,r, (23) gives
Define a nondimvnsional change of semimajor
P_= -K cos (i) ,_in 270. (24) axis from a° during the drift as
Thus, combining the contributions of the lati- a- _, Aa d
at ....... so t ,...t, _i_:--. (29A)tude and longitude perturbations to the average a+ a, a,
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Witi, (29A), (29) becomes Thus (33) can be sepmateo to
....... _cos2(i) + 1_ d(_.)2= - 2A_ _in 23,d7. (35)dl=--z't_J_2t_o/a,_ _ 2 I sin 23'o,
(1/sid. day) _30) Since the variables (7) _ and 3" are separated in
Define: (35), (35) il, tegrates to
72,r_J22(Ro/a,)2_C°s_)4"l_, (,)_ffi A, cos 23"+C,. (36)A22=-
(_ad./sid. daf). (30A) With the initial condition that , =*o at 3'=3'0,
With (30A), (28) and (30) become; (36) becomes
q+A_ sin 270=0, (rad./sid. day _) (31) _ = [(_0)t+A,_(cos 27-cos _70)] 'n, (37)
ti, A2_ sin 2_,0=0 ' (1/sid. day). (32) giving the drift rate of the 24-hour satellite as a3f function of the initial drift rate 7._, the earth.
Note that x in (32) has dimensions of rad./sid, gravity constant An, the initial longitude tr_st of
-L',eminor axis 70, and the instantaneous iongi.
day. It must be understood that (31) describes tude 3'. Retu,aling to the semicourled system of
the net daily geographic acceleration of the ini- equations (33) and (34), the explicit dependence
tially 24-hour satellite with respect to the earth's of the equations on the location from the minor
minor equatorial axis. Stated another way, (30 axis and the magnitude of the equatorial ellip-
describes the geographic drift of the entire ..;gi- ticity may be eliminated by _dtiplying (33) by
nally stationary, figure-8 ground track (Figure 3). ._vand adding the resulting equation to (34), givingSimilar',,, (32) describes the net dail_ orbit-ex-
pansion rate of the 24-hour satellite. In pa,_icu- _-t-3rt_ _0. (38)
!ar, it it cm,venient to treat the motion of the
ascending node of the orbit in geographic longi- (38) can be rewritten as
tude as a reference for the entire configuration.
i In what follows, therefore, 3"will refer always to _+3,rdlffiffid('c)+3_rd_di=d(?)+3wd(a_) (39)
the geographic longitude of the ascending node
east of the equatorial minor axis; 3"0will refer to Separation of the variabl,¢ 1. and at is thus
the initial geographic longitude of the A.N. east achieved in (39). (39) integrates direcdy to
of the minor axis, at the start of the dynamics
under consideration. (31) and (32) can thus be 3Tal+'_=C2. (40)
rewritten in terms of the general nodal longitude With the initial con&dons: at f0, when _.=0
position 3', to give the relevant partially uncoupled (the satellite is in thr momentarily stationary
long-term drift and orbit-expansion differential ground-track configuration); C_-=9. If 70 in (37)
equations for the near-24-hour near-circular orbit is also the longitude of this initially stationary
satelli+_: orbit, (?0)'--O there, and (37) in (40) yields for
q+A, sin 23"=0, (rad./sid. day*) (33) at, the semimajor axis change front "synchronism"
in the drift motion,
dt At_ 3rSin23"=0, (l/sid. day). (_14) at = 4"(A')m(c°s 23'-cos3r23"°)'t:' (41)
4. _meral Considerations of the Soluflont_of
the Ddfl Equation,: (41) shows explicitly that the s mimajor axis is
Equation (33) can be integrated directly for bounded in long-term drift from a stationary
the geographic drift rote by noting that orbit. From (33), since A,,>0, if 0<3"0<90 °,
dt4ft p_ls tot_rds the nearest lengitt, dv of
d3" d(?) t d(,)' the earth's equatorial minor axis (in a-T diree-
"rffi_'=2-_='_-_ • tion). If -900<3"0<0 °, (33) showa that dt_i,
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again proceeds toward the nearest minor axis longi-
tude (in a+3" direction). Thus, in all cases of I
drift frma a stationary geographic configuration, I
cos 23"-cos 23"0is a positive function which has a / ['_,rru_
maximum when _=0 (when the satellite has / I I 3m_oYc_wtr
drifted over the longitude of the minor axis). I j._'"_']--_c_--'ucot2r.
Thus (41) gives (for the iibrations of a 24-hour _, I / _"1"__1[ / ILL _,. \ w_oat_mam.
al (max) (42)
" = 37r " _ _ _ Ic_.utJv_tt tars
_ I I A I.orsrout.i_nGv
mmon 7""-t'''_ _.(c_-Au| _ A
Again it is noted that, in (42) has units of rad/ '_ms _----Io.----_ so_ tavvaxtt
sid. day. An absolute maximum semimajor axis
change in the drift occurs when the "synchronous" Fmt'a_, 4.--Libration _.'th longitude of the semimajor
condition is established near the longitude of the axis of a 24-hoursatellite as a functionof the longitude
major equatorial axis. Here. To= -90 °, cos 23"0 of the initially stationary configuration.
= -- 1, and
a_ (absolute maximum for a librating 24-hour of the minor axis: From (33), sin 270 being posi-
satellite) = (2A _2)_/_ (43) tive, the satellite begins to drift west (._taining a
3T negative drift rate) towards _he minor axis. But,
For the constant J==-I.7X10 -6 (derived in from (40), since C_=0, a_=-(?)/3T>0; the
this study from long-term observations on the drift therefore proceeds counf_-rclockwise in Fig-
drift of the Syncom II satellite) and using the ure 4, around the central point of the minor axis
additional constants from this study: i=33 °, and a_=0, along the upper portion of the two-
a,-42166 km, R0=6368.388 km; (30A) gives valued arc determined from (41).
The same situation holds for the motion begin-
A2_=23.2X l0 -8 (rad./sid. day_), ning or stemming away from the "synchronous"
longitude at -_0, position 2 in Figure 4. Here
(43) then gives . sin 23,0 is negative, and th_ drift proceeds at a
positive rate to the east. Again from (40), as
a, (ai)solute max.)=.72X10 -_, from which, soon as the satellite leaves position 2, a_=-(3,)
by (29A), /3_r<0, and the circulation continues in a coun-
terclockwise direction. Every trajectory in the
Aa (absolute max. from a "synchronous" condition phase plane aV-* 3, may be conveniently defined by
near the equatorial major axis, for a satellite of the constant C_ of the "energy integral" of the
i ffi33") =30.7 km. drift motion (36). Since (33) is the equation-of-
motion defining the large-angle oscillations of a
Thus the assumption made in (10) and (11), to mathematical pendulum (in the case of the 24-
approximate the slightly varying semimajor axis hour-orbit satellite, the point of symmetry is the
by a, (a constant) throughout the drift motion, minor axis where 23,---0), it can be expected that
appears amply justified, the general solutions in that theory apply to the
Figure 4 is a graph of (41) for a_vs. 3, (the longi- long-term librations of the "synchronous satellite"
tude with respect to the nearest minor axis Iota- (Appendix D). Fo_ example, in (36), with a
tion) as r. fl,nction of 3,0, the longitude in the momentarily "synchronous" condition at 3,0being
initially stationary configuration, given by _'0ffi0, the "energy constant" is evalu-
' Note that (41) allows equal +values for at for ated as
each 7. Suppose the satellite is initially at +3,0
(position 1 in Figure 4) from the nearest location C_= -A_ cos 270.
i
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With this evaluation, (36) becomes _,(At)= 7o+'i, oAtT_o(At)_Tfi, o(ht)3+7o['] (At)'26 24
(-_)_- A..,:cos 2-y= -A_ cos 2"),o. (44) +_,015] (Atp+.),0[e] (At)6+._017](At)7120 7Z0 " 5040
,
Solving for the initially "synchronous" longitude +70 [8]40--0-_-¢-.-. (50)as e0function of any longitude in the drift and the
corresponding longitude rate, (44)gives Differentiating (33) six times with respect to
[ (_)2_ time, it is clear that all derivatives in (50) can be
7°=2 c°s-] kc°s 27 A22J" (45) written as functions of A_, 70 and 70. Noting
that 7(At) -- 70= AX(the geographic longitude with
Since ('_)_/A_>_O, the argument of cos-_ in (45) respect to the "synchronous" configuration) and
is always less than or equal to 1. Thus, as long 70--0, (50) can be shown to reduce to the
as cos 27- (_)_/A__> - 1, (45) will give a real so- expansion
lution for the momentarily "synchronous" longi- (5__t)_ , _(5t)4tude with respect to the minor axis. But, if Ah=(--A22 sin 2"_0)_+[(A_,.) _sin aT01
cos 27-('i')'-/A_<-1, thele will be r-, real 1)l(At)6
momentarily "synchronous" configuration for the +[(A2_) a sin 270 (4 sin 2270- -"i-_
near-24-hour satellite. With this energy, the T)l (At)s '
world-circulation regime commences, correspond- --[(A 2z)4 sin 470(34 sin 2270--,_--_t ...(51)
ing to the over-the-top, high-energy regime of the
It is apparent that, as A,--0, the higher order
mathematical pendulum (Reference 3). The
terms of (51) become increasingly more insignifi-
above inequality implies that, for the commence-
cant to the total drift, in comparison to the termsment of "world circulation" for the near-24-hour
satellite, of lower order.
In Appendix D, the exact "elliptic integral" of
_" motion from (33) is calculated from a synchronous(_)2>A.,2(1+ cos 27), or
longitude of 60° east of the minor axis. This cal-
: (_)_>_2A._cos2_. (46) culation demonstrates that the simple term-
inclusion-time criterion below gives an adequately
When 27=0, or the satellite is ove_ the minor converging series to the "exact" drift. In the
axis, (46) allows the maximum possible drift rate actual reduction, all higher order terms in (51)
for a librating 24-hour satellite: which are less in magnitude than the root mean
square (rms) error of the observed Syncom II
_(max)to, Zib_tio== (2A_) _/2,(rad./sid. day). longitudes, are ignored. Section 7 of this report
(47) shows that this rms error of longitude deter _ina-
tion for the ascending equator crossings of Syncom
For example, using the reported value of A_ II from August 1963 to March 1964 has been of
ffi23.2 X 10-_ rad: day 2 for the inclination of the the order of _+.025 degrees. Thus, 0.025 ° is used
":_ Spncom II satellite, (47) gives below in forming the minimum-time-term-inclu-
_ sion criterion for each term of (51).
_(max) _o,_b,_tioowithJ22--I.7XI0 -'6, iffi_] ° A_ is assumed to be 23.2X10 -_ rad./sid, day _.
.] = (46.4X 10-_)_/_--.39 degrees/day. (48) A) For inclusi.m of the (At)_ term:
5. &pproximations to the Exact Drift Solutions Isin 4701 is maximum when 70
for PeriodsVery Closeto Synchronous -- __+22.5 ° and + 67.5 °.
i Expanding the drift from the "synchronous" Therefore,
i longitude (7=70 in this section) in a Taylor 157..... (from the fourth-order term)l
series, with resp_,ct to increments of time A_from (At)_ (52A)! the momentarily stationary condition, =(A')_ 24 "
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Solving (52A) for A_, when IhX:_a, (4th order) [ using equation (33). From the conventional
= .025 °, definition of a_, (aJ)0ffi0. (53) then becomes
At (rain. fourth-order term inclusion) (A_ sin 2To)At
= (.025X24/57.3X[23.2X 10-_]_)1/_ a_ (at At from "synchronism") = 3r
=66.5 sid. days from "synchronism". (A_) _sin 47o(5t) 3
_-..., (54A)
B) For inclusion of the (At)6 term: 187r
[sin 270 (4 sin _270-- 1) [is maximum when 70 with the results of (53A), (53B), and (54) in (53).
= _ 45°. Section 7 shows that the rms error of semimajor
Therefore, axis determination for Syncom II (including sun
IA7,,a. (from the sixth-order term)l and moon "noise") is of the order of +0.5 kin.
= (A22) 3 (Ai)e (52B) Therefore, the rms error to be expected in al is of60 " the order of .5/42166. = 1.185× 10-5. Following
Solving (52B) for At, when JAXmax(sixth order) I the procedure for the longitude drift, 1.185 × 10-5
= .025°, is used b_Iow to determine the minimum time for
At (min. for sixth-order term inclusion) the inclusion of the terms beyond the first on the
=(.025XC,0/57.3X[23.2X10-6]._)_ righthand side of (54A), to ensure adequate
= 113. sid. days from "synchronism". convergence of the infinite series for a,(At).
C) For inclusion of the (At) 8 term: A) For inclusion of the (At)8 term:
Isin470 (34 sin _270-1) ] is maximum wh_ Isin 4701 is maximum when 70
= +-_914°" = +22.5 ° and 4-67.5 °.
Therefore,
IhXmo_(fromthe eighth-order _rm)] Therefore,
=21.2(A_2)4 (_t)8^ (52C) la_(m_,,,,[from the third-order term of (54A)]J
, ILILI_U
_ (55)
Solving (52C) for At, when IAX_,_ (eight',. order) I 187r
= .025 °,
(min. for eight-order term inclusior.) Solving (55) for At, when la_ (max) I
-- 1.185 X 10-5,
ffi(10080 × "025/21"2 × 57"3× [23"2X 10-e]4)_/8 At [min. for the third-order term inclusion
ffi171. sid. days from "synchronism".
(54A_1 rl.185x lO-6X 18r] _/3
Similarly, expanding al (t) in a Taylor series about in, "= L 2the time of "synchronism", (to, 70):
= 108 sid days from
al(toTAt) = (al)o+ (d_)o(At) synchronism.
-{-(dl)0_-_4(_i'l)o_-_-} -.... (53) From a "synchronous" configuration at 54.8 ° west
But, from (34), of Greenwich, on or about 6 September 1963,
Syncom II drifted to 59.2 ° west of Greenwich on
(d_)o=A_ sin 270 (53A) 28 November 1963, where it was "stopped" by the3_r
Differentiating (53A)with respect to time, tangential firing of on-board cold-gas jets. A
second free-drift period followed from a "syn-
(d_)0=2_,o.4_ cos 270=0 , (53B) chronous" configuration at 59 2° west on about
3_ 29 November 1963, to 66.3° west on 18 March
since _,0ffi0. Differentiating (53B) with respect 1964, where the on-board tangential jets were
to time, fired to speed up the westward drift.. Of the 34
-4('_o)_A_ sin 270  2_oA_cos 270 separate orbits calculated by the Goddard Data(_)°ffi 3_ 3_r and Tracking Sy,,tems Directorate for these free-
- (A_) _ sin 470 (54) drift periods, only 7 fell outside the minimum 66-
= 3_r ' day period around a condition of "synchronism",
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(54A) would be necessary in reducing the drift from Two Observations of Drift Acceleration
data according to that theory. The data reduc- At a Given LongitudeSeparation
tion of Section 7 includes only those orbits falling Given two independent near-synchronous drifts
within the minimum _6-day period around (in the sense discussed previously), whose mo-
"synchronism". Further refinement of this re- mentarily synchronous longitudes (3"o), and
duction to include the 7 outside-of-synchronous (_0)2are separated by VX. Let the two drift accel-
orbits (according to the criterion of this chapter), erations at these two "synchronous" configura-
will be m_de in the near future. This refinement tions be (_0)_ and (_0)2. The drift accelerations
is net expected to materially affect the results of may be determined from drift-data reduction
this report, according to the theory of (51).
From (33),"
(_0) 1= - (422) 1 sin 2(3'0), (56)
(#0)2= - (x=)2 sin 2[(_0)I+VX], (57)
since (3"0)2-(3'0)_= AX-- (k0)_-- (_0)1. Expanding t57) and dividing by (56) gives
=cos2VXTsin 2VX cot 2(3"o), (58)
Solving (58) for (3"0)1,
I 1. ,_ sin (VX) (,. (59)(3"°)'=2 tan-')(_°)'(A-_)l =s 2(VX)I:, (,(*o) 1(A22)2
: The quadrant of (3"0)_is either the firJt or the fourth, because drift acceleration is always in the
_. direction of the nearest longitude extension of the earth's minor equatorial axis. Once the minor axis
is located by (59), the absolute value of J2_in the earth's triaxial gravity field can be determined through
", (56) and (30A), for example, as
: (A2,,), = (%),
J2'= _2,cos2(/),+ I1 ,[Ro/(a,),],[cos'(2),+ 1] (60)72_-2[Ro/(._,)d[ _ j 72_-2sin 2(3,o)
Note that the units of (_0)_in (60) must be those of radians/sidereal day _so that J= will be dimensionless.
Note also that in (59), using the result of (30A),
, (,4,,),r(a,),l,rcos,(i),+l(A,,), = (6U
Using (59), since (_0)xis known from the data reduction (the geographic longitude of the "synchronous"
configuration), the geographic longitude of tL¢ nearest minor axis location can be calculated as
3'_2- (_0);- (3"0)_. (61A)
Similarly, the geographic longitude of the nearest major equatorial axis location can be calculated from
X== (ho)_- (3"0)_+90° (61B)
(See figure 3).
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Following the theory of Reference 10, the difference in major and minor equatorial radii of the
earth's triaxial geoid (a0-b0), is related to the gravity constant J22 by
a._- b0= - 6RoJ22. (62)
7. Reductionof 27 SyncomII Orbits to Determineth_ Earth's EquatorialElliptidt¥
Appendix A tabulates the 27 Syncom II orbits from which the reduction below was made. Table 1
f;lves the estimated ascending equator crossings nearest tothe epoch of these orbits. These were cal-
cu_.ated by hand, and therefore are listed only to 0.01 degrees and 0.01 days. The technique used was
to locate from the Nautical Almanac, the geographic longitude of the ascending node at epoch through
the reported right ascension of the ascending node for the orbit, and the hour.-angle of the vernal equinox
calculated at epoch. The geographic longitude of the ascending equator crossing was then estimated
by turning the earth back through the orbit angle from the ascending node to the satellite at epoch.
This latter quantity was estimated as _-M for the near-circular orbit of _yncom II. A correction
factor to this orbit angle- -the ratio of the satellite's period to the earth's sidereal period--was applied
for orbits whose period was sufficiently different from the earth's. The nodal longitude at epoch, minus
this reduced nodal excursion angle, is the estimated "ascending equator crossing nearest to epoch"
reported in Table 1. (See Appendix E for an example of this calculation.)
Table 2 gives the Goddard-reported semimajor axes for these 27 orbits. Truncating equations
(51) and (54A) at their first righthand terms:
AX (longitude drift from "synchronism")- -(A2_ sin 23"0)(2 )_-_ (63)
al (semimajor axis change from "synchronism")-" 42sin 2_o(_t)3,r (64)
Let the drift time be given from a certain arbitrary base time by T. Let To be the time of "syn-
chronism" from the base time. Let tne drift be given from a certain arbitrary geographic longitude
by X. Let X0be the geographic longitude from this base longitude, of th_ "synchronous" confi_zration.
Then:
At ----"T- To, and
( _a--a,______.With these changes, (63) and (64) become noting that al- . )"
(A2_)(sin 23,0) (T2-2TToTo_), orX=Xo 2
X={Xo T°_(A_ sin 2Xo)}+T{ToA_ _sin 23,o}+T_{ A_2 sin 23,0}2 2 . (65)
(Note that from (65), X=-A22 sin 23"0=3'0from (33). This result is vMid ovly for orbits sufficiently
close to "synchronous," as discussed previously.)
a=a,+a,[A,, sin 23"o]3_ [T- To], or
a-a,(1 ToA_'t.sin 270)+ T(a,A,,3in 23,0). (66)
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TABLE 1.--Estimated Ascending Equator Crossings Nearest the _ _och of 27 Syncom II Orbits.
Time from Ascending Equator Time from Ascending Equator
First Drift 20.0 Aug. 1963 Crossing in Degrees Second Drift 26.0 Nov. 1963 Crossing in Degrees
Orbit # (days) West of 50.0 ° West Orbit # (days) West of 50.0 ° West
1-1 ........... 2, 12 4. 89 2-1 1.86 9. 17
1-2 ........... 7, 11 4. 83 2-2 7. 84 9. 17
1-3 .......... 11.09 4. 78 2-3 13, 83 9. 22
1-4 ........... 16.08 4, 74 2-4 20, 81 9. 38
1-5 ........... 20.07 4. 77 2-5 41.75 10. 15
1-6 ........... 23. 06 4, 78 2-6 44. 74 10. 36
1-7 ........... 28. 05 4, 85 2-7 55. 71 11.02
1-8 .......... 31.04 4. 90 2-8 64. 69 11.76
I-9 .......... 38. 02 5. 06 2-9 71.67 12. 32
_-10 ......... 42. Ol 5. 09 2-10 76. 66 12. 81
1-11 ......... 48. J9 5. 45 2-11 83.64 13. 49
1-12 ......... 54. 97 5. 68 ......................................................
)-13 ......... 62. 95 6. 09 ......................................................
1-14 ......... 70. 93 6. 60 .....................................................
1-15 ......... 77. 91 7. 14 .......................................................
1-16 ......... 83.90 7. 61 ....................................................
............. ,,_I00. O First free drift period ......................................................
ends at an ascending
equator crossing of
_9.15 ° west of 50.0 °
west.
TABLE 2.--Goddard-Reported Semimajor Axes for _7 Syncom II Orbits.
Time from Time from
First Drift 20.0 Aug. 1933 Semimajor Axis: Second Drift 26.0 Nov. 196_ Semimajor Axis:
Orbit# (days) (42160.0+Data; kin) Orbit# (days) (42160.0+Data; kin)
1-1 ............ 2. 27 4. 58 2-1 2. 04 5. 89
1-2 ........... 6. 71 4. 52 2-2 8. 00 7. 20
1-3 ........... 11. O0 6. 02 2-3 1.4.O0 7. 18
1-4 ........... 16. O0 6. 39 2-4 20. 71 8. 17
1-5 ........... 20. O0 6. 35 2-5 41.71 8. O1
1-6 ........... 23.08 6. 55 2-6 44. 25 9. 90
: 1-7 ........... 28. 08 7. 70 2-7 55. 88 11.43
1-8 ........... 31.08 7. 42 2-8 04. 83 11.91
1-9 ........... 38. 08 7. 51 2-9 71.67 12. 89
1-10 .......... 42. 08 8. 88 2-10 76. 79 13.31
1-11 .......... 49. 08 9. 14 2-11 83. 71 14. 89
1-12 .......... 55.08 9. 78 .......................................................
1-13 .......... 63.08 11. 51 .......................................................
1-14 .......... 71. O0 11.09 .......................................................
1-15 .......... 78. 00 12. 15 .......................................................
1-16 .......... 84. 21 12. 51 ....................................................
.............. _100. 0 First free drift period ............................... i ......................
ends with a semimajor [axis of _,-42174.5 km.
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(66) and (65) may be written with determinable coefficients as
X= do+dlT+d2T _, (67)
a--eo+etT, (68)
#
where:
T_A_2 sin 23,0do= Xo 2
dl= (_-A22T0 sin 270),
A_ sin 270
d2= 2 ' (69)
eo=a,(1 ToA,,3_rsin23'o),
_ sin 2_,¢
e, =a,A:,. _
From (69),
To= -dl/2d2, (70)
X0fdo (dl)_4d_ ' (71)
%= - A_2 sin 27o ffi2d_. (72)
Alternately, and as an internal check on the theory of the coupling of the drift and orbit expansion,
%=-A== sin 270=-39---A, implying
as
dgffi3_el/2a,. (72)
In equation (73), the units of d: must be radians/sidereal day _,and the units of et must be length/sidereal
day so that the equation will be dimensionally correct. The semimajor axis at the "synchronous"
configuration is calculated from (68) for T= To:
a,=eo+elTo. (74)
For the first drift period (orbits 1-1 through 1-16), the best estimates (in the "least squares" sense)
of the coefficients (d) t and (e)t, obtained by fitting (67) and (68) to the data in Tables 1 and 2, have
been found to be:
(do)t = (4.941 ± .018) degrees
(dr)1= - (.0216 :l:.0010) degrees/solar day
(ds) _ffi(6.37 ± .1'1)× 10-* degrees/solar day 2
= (6.33 + .11) × 10-' degrees/aid, day _
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(e0)1= (4.35 4-.19) km
(el) ] -- (.0993 ± .0042) kin/solar day
(.0990 ± .0042) km/sid, day.
The mean value of the inclination during this period was
(i) _= 33.018 ± .005 degrees.
From (70),
-(16 95 + 1.09'_
(To)_-\ "" -1.05] days from 29.0 August 1963.
From (71),
(X°)_- (4.76_+ .03) degrees west of 50.0 degrees west longitude.
From (72),
($0)_= - (1.27 4-.02) 3<10-8 degrees/solar day 2= - (2.20 ± .04) × 10-6 rad./sid, day 2.
From (74) and the above value of (T0)_,
(a,) _=-(42166.0_ .2) km.
For the second drift period (orbit_ 2-1 through 2-11), the best estimates (in the "least squares" sense)
of the coefficients (d)2 and (e)_, obtained by fitting (67) and (68) to the data in Tables 1 and 2, have been
found to be:
(d0)2-- (9.156 ± .017) degrees
(dl)_ = - (.0030_+ .0010) degrees/solar day
(d2)2= (6.59 +_.11) X 10-4 degrees/solar day 2
= (6.55 4-.11) X 10-_ degrees/sid, day _
(e0)_= (5.704.42) km
(el)2= (.0994 4-.0080) kin/solar day
= (.0990+ .0080) km/sid, day.
The mean value of the inclination during this period was
(i): -- 32.851 _+.010 degrees.
From (70),
(T0)2=2.3_+ .8 days from 26.0 November 1963.
From (71),
(_0)2= 9.15_-4-.02degrees west of 50.0 degrees west longitude.
From (72),
(_0)s= - (1.32+.02) X 10-8 degrees/solar day2= - (2.29 + .04) X 10-'* rad./sid, day t.
From (74) and the above value of (To)_,
(a,)_= (42165.94..4) km.
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Fm_u &--Drift of the ascending equator croming and growth of the semimajor axi_ of Syncom II.
(See Figure 5 for a graph of this orbit data snd reduction for the two drift periods.) Combining the
above results of the two free-drift periods, from (61),
(A,): ffi _cos' (33.018± .005)+ 1]ss)s (42165.9±.4/42166.0±.2) : 2.851 .01 )+1J
ffi.99845± .00014.
The longitude separation between the two drift periods is given by
VX= (_),- (_o)t= [- (59.15± .02)]- [- (54.76+ .03)1degrees
- - (4.39± .05) degrees geographiclongitude.
Thus
2VX-=- (8.78+. 10) degrees geographiclongitude.
Therefore, from (59), the location of the minor equatorial axis with respect to the "synchronous"
longitude during the first bee-drift period (54.76+ .03 degreeswest of Greenwich) is
t_. ._N5+._]4-_ [-(8.78+.10)]
=._+4 degrees east of the minorequatorial axis.
i
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From (61B), the best estimate of the location of the major equatorial axis is
.. ),22=-55-(54_+46)+90=-(19_+_) degrees geographic longitude
From (60), the best estimate of the triaxial gravity coefficient Jn is
j_- - (2.20:[: .04) X 10-'
+4° 2 c°s_( 33 018± 005)+1
72_'[sin2(54 6o)](6378.2/42,66.0±.3)[. " _ " ]
: ,o.+,
The mean equatorial radius, taken as R0= 6378.? kin, is a compromise between a number of currently
used values. It is stated above without error. The likely error in (a,): has been increased arbitrarily
by 0.1 kin. to account for the likely uncertainty in R0.
Using the above estimate of J._ from observations on Syncom II drift, the difference between the
major and miter equatorial radii of the triaxial geoid i8, by (62),
-64 +3 ffi21C'__ 0 feet.so-be- -1 meters
Comparing the deviation due to earth ellipticity with other higher order earth-gravity deviations
(Appendix B and Reference 10), we note that the above figure implies a maximum d_. iation from the
mean earth sphere, due to the ellipticity of _he equator, of
AR0ffi 1G5_ feet.
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LIST OF SYMBO!.$
J,=, k_, = Spherical harmonic constants (order n, po_er m) of the e_th's gravity potential
F = A gravity force per unit ma_ acting on a 24-hour satellite
0= (except in Appendix F) The argument from the ascending node to the satellite position
for the 24-hour orbit
a, a,, = The instantaneous semimajor axis, and the "momentarily synchronous" semimajor axis
of the orbit of the 24-hour earth satellite. (a,, estimated to within 2 kin, is 42166 kin.)
ds = A small arc lengta of a space trajectory
#E = The earth's gaussian gravity constant (3.986 X 105km3/sec. 2)
Tp, T,=The orbital period for a satellite, and the "momentarily synchronous" period of a 24-
hour satellite (i.e., the earth's sidereal rotation period)
X, r, ¢ = Geographic longitude, geocentric radius, and geocentric latitude of the 24-hour satellites
position
(.), (..), ( ).=d( !, d_( ) d'(). time differentialsdt dt2 ' dt_ "
R0 =The _aean equatorial radius of the earth (6378.2 km)
i =The inclination of the orbit of the 24-hour satellite
_0=The "initial" geographic longitude of the satellite, or the ascending node of the 24-hv-r
sate!lite's orbit at the start of the dynamics under consideration
-" =The earth's sidereal rotation rate (.7292115 X 10-_ rad./sec.)
t =Real time
A( )= A small argument ( )
y0= The geographic longitude (positive to the east) of the ascending node of the 24-hour satel-
lite's orbit with respect to tt z earth's minor equatorial axis' longitude location, at the
start of the dynamics under consideration
1,= The geographic longitude (positive to the east) of the 24-hour satellite, or the ascending
node of the satellite's orbit with respect to the longitude of the earth's minor equatorial
axis
a_= (a-a,)/a,; a nondimensional semlmajor axis change for the 24-hour satellite's orbit,
with respect to the "momentarily synchronous" semimajor axis
A_ =The driving ftmction causing drift and orbit expansion of a 24-hour satellite in a "triaxial"
earth-gravity field; a constant for a given 24-hour orbit inclination
( )0= The argument ( ) at the start of the dynamics under consideration
( ).=The argument ( ) at a specified location n (except in Appendix A: ( )s; the argument for
the simulated trajectory)
VX=The geographic longitude difference between two "momentarily synchrono_ls" 24-hour
satellite configurations
b0 The major and minor equatorial radii of the "triaxial" earth (R_=a_ -Fb°, accordinga0, to
the definition in Reference 10)
w fThe argument .J perigee in a satellite orbit: The orbit angle (from the center of the earth)
from the ascending node to perigee
M = The mean anomaly of the satellite in its orbit: The orbit angle (frum the center of the earth)
from perigee to a point M in the orbit, where M--_, t being the real time since perigee
passage and T, the period of the satellite's orbit
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(e_), (d_)=Determinable coefficients in the drift and orbit-expansion equations (67) and (68)
T0=The time of "synchronism" from an arb_,trary base time of reckoning T
F(i) = The inclination factor in the triaxial driving function A=
VE=The gravity potential of the earth
go, g,--The radial acceleration of the earth's gravity field at the earth's surface, and at the altitude
of the "synchronous" satellite
m-- A test mass
F(k, _) --The elliptic integral of the first kind with argument (or amplitude) ¢ and modulus k
A--The longitude location of the vernal equinox
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APPENDIX A
REDUCTION OF SIMULATED PARTICLETRAJECTORIESFOR EARTH EQUATORIAL ELLIPTICITY
Tables A-1 and A-2 present data taken from a numerically integrated particle trajectory of a
triaxial earth in the presence of the sun and moon's gravity field. Only perturbed equations of motion
from a periodically rectified Keplerian reference orbit are actually integrated by the digital computer
program (called ITEM at the Goddard Space Flight Center). For the 3 months' real orbit time of
these trajectories, the accumulated tl_ncation and roundoff error in the numerical integration is believed
to be negligible for the purposes of this reduction. The initial position and velocity conditions for
these simulated trajectories were the same as those reported for the "actual" Syncom II orbits 1-2 (for
the trajectory of Table A-l) and 2-3 (for the trajectory of Table A-2). The program used the earth
gaussian-gravity constant
p E=3.9862677 X 105kma/sec _,
which is the gravity constant used by the GSFC Data and Tracking Systems Directorate in computing
the elements of satellite orbits from radar and Minitrack observations. The best estimates (in the
"least squares" sense) of the coefficients (d), _and (e), _,obtained by fitting the drift and orbit expansion
equations (67) and (68) to the data in Table A-l, have been found to be
(do), _= 4.8414-.004 degrees
(dl), 1-- -- (1.22 +_.03) X 10-_ degrees/solar day
(d_), t= (6.303 4-.038) X 10-* degrees/solar day _
= (6.268 _ .038) X 10-4 degrees/sid, day _
(co), 1= 5.45 _+_41 km
(el), _-- (.0914-.010) kin/solar day
= (.0914-.010) km/sid, day.
The mean value of the inclination during this first simulated trajectory period was
(i), _= 33.005 _ .003 degrees.
From (70),
(To), l ffi9.68+_.30 days from 26.709 August 1963
From (71),
(Xo), "-4 7g"-1-'008 degrees west of 50.0 degrees west longitude.l - • _:_ .007
From (72),
(%), 1= - (1.2614-.008) X 10-* degrees/solar day 2
= - (2.188+- .013) X 10-e rad./sid, dayL
262
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TABLE A-1.--Data from Simulated Trajectory Beginning with the Elements of Syncom I1 Orbit l-P,.
(Ju -* - 1.68 X 10 -_, R0 ffi6378.388 kin, _ = - 108.0: Input into Trajectory Program)
Time from Ascending Equator
Crossing: Semimajor Axis Inclination
26.709 Aug. 1963: (Degrees West of (42160.0+Data; kin) (32.0-l-Data: Degrees)
(Solar Days) 50.0 ° West Geog. Long.)
2. 390 .................... 4. 816 5. 27 1.089
8. 374 .................... 4. 783 7.09 1.072
14.358 .................... 4. 792 6. 01 1.056
20. 341 .................... 4. 861 8. 12 1.043
26.324 ..................... 4. 954 7. 13 1.025
32.308 .................... 5. 101 8. 98 1.019
38. 292 .................... 5. 291 8. 31 . 997
i i4. 276 .................... 5. 537 9. 67 . 991
i7. 268 ..................... 5. 678 10. 38 .983
50. 260 .................... 5. 821 10. 03 .972
53. 253 .................... 5. 975 9. 42 .967
56. 245 .................... 6. 144 9. 74 .966
59. 237 .................... 6. 326 11.09 . 960
_2. 229 .................... 6. 522 11.94 . 957
TABLE A-Z--Data from Simulated Trajectory Beginning with the Elements of 8yneom II Orbit _-$.
(J2_-- - 1.68 X 10-e, Ro = 6378.388 km, _n _" - 108.0: Impu$ into Trajectory Program)
Time from Ascending Equator
10.0 Dec. 1963: Crossing: Semimajor Axis Inclination
(Degrees West of (42160.0+Data; kin) (32.0-{-Data; Degrees)
(days) 50.0 ° West Geog. Long.)
t 0. 823 .................... 9. 243 6. 88 .881
5. 809 .................... 9. 351 7. 30 .881
10. 796 .................... 9. 495 9. 41 .877
15. 783 .................... 9. 666 8. 15 .864
20. 769 .................... 9. 885 9. 85 . 864
25. 756 .................... 10. 134 10. 60 . 85{]
30. 743 .................... 10. 401 9.95 . 84_
35. 730 .................... 10. 708 11.81 . 841
40. 717 .................... 11.044 12. 18 . 82_
45. 704 .................... 11.412 11.58 .81_]
50. 692 .................... 11.830 13. 93 . 80_
55. 679 .................... 12. 259 13. II . 79_
58. 672 .................... 12. 534 13.07 . 78fi
60. 667 .................... 12. 724 13. 69 .784
From (74) and the above value of (To), 2,
2
,- (a.). _= 42166.3 + .4 km.
i The best estimates (in the "lea_t squares" sense) of the coefficients (d), 2 and (e), 2, obtained by fitting
the drift and orbit expansion equations (67) and (68) to the data in Table A-2, have been found to be
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(do), 2=9.224 ± .004 degrees
(d_), _= (1.830 _+.028) X 10-_ degrees/solar day
(d2), 2-- (6.501 _ .042) X 10-_ degrees/solar day _
-- (6.465 +_.042) X 10-4 degrees/sid, day _
(e0), 2= 7.19 _ .37 km
(e_), 2= (.1114-.010) km/solar day
= (.111 ± .010) km/sid, day.
The mean value of the inclination during the second simulated trajectory period is
(i), _----32.836 _ .003 degrees.
From (70),
(To), 2= - (14.07__+.30) days from 10.0 December 1963.
From (71),
9 09 ,4-.009 degrees west of 50.0 degrees west longitude.(X0), _= • o_.009
From (72),
(%), _= - (1.300_ .008) X 10-a degrees/solar day _
= - (2.257 _ .015) X 10-e rad./sid, day 2.
From (74) and the above value of (To), 2,
(a,), _= 42165.6 _ .5 km.
A graph of these trajectory simulations is seen in Figure A-1.
Combining the above results for the two simulated trajectories: from (61),
_cos _ (33.005 4- .003) + 1]
(A 2_),2 2'= [(42165.6+_ .5/42166.3± .4) ]L__J
= .99840___.00007
VX --(_),_- (h0),,--[--(59.095_+.009)]- [- (54.782± .008)],
.'.2VX--- (8.626__.034)degreesgeographiclongitude.
Therefore,from (59),the locationof the minor equatorialaxiswith respect o the "synchronous
longitude"duringthefirstsimulatedtrajectory(54.782±.008degreeswestofGreenwich)is
1 I sin[- (8.626__.034)]
(7o), ,=_ tan-'] 008(1.300 ± _(.99840 + .00007) --cos [- (8.626 ± .034)]
_+
= 02.5± 2.5degreeseastoftheminorequatorialxis.
From (61A),the bestestimateof thegeographiclocationofth_nearestextensionof theequatorial
minoraxisfromthesimulatedtrajectorydatais
(_:),--54.8- (52.54-2.5)--- (107.3± 2.5)degreesgeographiclongitude.
Thiscompareswellwiththeinputvalueof(_2),= - 108.0°usedtocomputethesimulatedtrajectories.
From (60),thebestestimateof_hetriaxialgravitycoefficientJ_ from thesimulatedata(according
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FIGUREA-1.--Drift ofthe ascendingequatorcrossingand growthof the semimajor axis of simulated Syncom II
trajectories.
to the theory of this report) is
(S2,), = -(2.188 ±.013) × 10-6 ]/
+ 2.5)](6378.388/42166.3 + .4)_Fc°s2 (33.005 ± .003) + 172_r_[sin2(52.5 JJ_ ]_ 2
= - (1.64+ .03) × 10-6.
The mean equatorial radius used in the simulation is Re. = 6378.388 kin, the same used to compute the
"actual" Syacom II orbits from the radar and Minitrack observations.
The above value of (_=), compares reasonably well with the input value of (Y,)o= -(1.68)× 10-6
used to compute the simulated trajectories.
The model error implicit in the difference between the reduced and inputed geodetic coefficients for
the simulated trajectories warrants an adjustment of the J_ and ),_ reported in Section 7 from the
reduction of the "actual" Syncom II orbits. The values below appear sufficient to cover all the known
uncertainties of this reduction for a triaxial earth:
_ (actual-adjusted) = - (1.70 + .05) X 10-6
),_ (actual-adjusted)=- (19+ 6) degrees geographic longitude.
As Appendix B will show, the principal unknown uncertainty of the reduction is the possible influence
of higher order earth tesseral anomalies on the drift of $yacom II. When all relevant higher order
anomalies in the earth's gravity potential are evaluated, the adjusted values above will probably remain
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representative for an "average" triaxial potential field sufficient to consider for the future design of
synchronous satellites. As a guess, the author would increase the upper limit of Js_ to about -(1.80)
X 10-'e (based on some of the recent gravity potentials in Appendix B) for design purposes, based on an
"average" triaxial geoid. A lower limit of J_--1.60X 10-6 foz this purpose appears justifiable. The
variance in the location of the major equatorial axis for the "average" triaxial geoid is not likely to
change appreciably from the value quoted for the adjusted figure. The author is preseT,tly studying
these higher order earth-gravity effects. The accumulated influence on synchronous satellites of all
higher order earth anomalies, is believed to be small compared to the 2nd order anomaly. But it
appears that close and continuing observations on the drift of these satellites will be rewarded in time
by revelation of many of these "tesseral" anomalies to about 4th order with an absolute precision almost
as good as that reported here for the 2nd order effect.
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APPENDIX B
THE EARTH GRAVITY POTENTIALAND FORCE FIELDUSED IN THIS REPORT:COMPARISON WITH
PREVIOUSINVESTIGATIONS
The gravity potential used as the basis for the data reduction in *_hisstudy is the e::_erior potential
of the earth derived in reference 10 for geocentric spherical coordinates referenced to the earth's spin
axis and its center of mass. The infinite series of spherical harmonics is truncated after J,. The
l nontesseral harmonic constants J20, ,]'8o and J4o are derived from reference 13.The earth radius R0 used in this study is:
R0= 6378.388 km.
The earth's gaussian gravity constant used is:
/zP.= 3.9862677 X 105kmZ/sec _.
Neither of these values, taken from reference 14, nor the "zonal geoid" of Reference 13, is felt to be
the most accurate known to date. They are the values used by the GSFC Tracking and Data Systems
Directorate to calculate the orbit elements of Syncom II from radar and Minitrack observations. They
were chosen to insure consistency between the data of this study and these published orbits, inasmuch
as the "triaxial" reduction for which this study has been undertaken is not significantly affected by the
probable errors in these values. The second-order tesseral harmonic constants used in the simulation
studies were
J_-- - 1.68× 10-6
X_ = -- 18°.
These are the values shown on the "tesseral geoid" below (for the Jss harmonic). At a later point in
the analysis, the slightly different values reported in the abstract were estimated. The most accurate
"zonal geoid" is probably that of Kozai (1962) [See Reference 6], with the following earth constants;
R0 = 6.378.2 km
_P.-- 3.98603 X 106kmS/sec _.
The earth's gravity potential (to fourth order, probably sufficient to account for all significant perturba-
tions on a 24-hour satellite) may be illustrated as follows (following Reference 6, Appendix B) :
267
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NORTH
.. :.._...l....::::.::.:.:!
. :.. :...:::..._.i..:: i_::.:::
2o : :::!::
2r_ (3 sin_ *-1)-3J_2--_- cos2 , cos 2(X-X_2)
X3!
00 ° -26.6 °
- 50.7 °
J3oR°3 }(5 sin s *-3 sin ,) J31R°3- 2r----T--cos ¢ cos (X-X31)(15 sin 2 *-3) (B-l)
The earth-gravity field (per unit test mass) whose potential is (B-I) is given as the gradient of (B-I), or
P=rF,A-XF_+,F,+/tVE rO-V_-} X OVe * OV_
- = _ rcos, 0X + r0-----_' (B-2)
or
Fr = _-fi{- 1+(R0/)'[3/2J20(3 sin',-1)-4-9J,, cos', cos 2(),-),,,)
-k2(R0/r)Jzo(5 sin _ ,-3) (sin *)'k6(Ro/r)Jal(5 sin 2,-1) cos, cos (X-Xal)
e t. +60(Ro/r)J_ cos2 , sin, cos 2(X-)_)+60(Ro/r)J.8 cos 8 , cos 3(X-X.3)
"{-5/8(Ro/r_J_o(35 sin', -30 sin ffi,+3)
+25/2(Ro/r)2J4_(7 sin _ ,-3) cos, sin, cos (X-X,_)
+75/2(Ro/r)_J_(7 sin _- 1) cos t , cos 2(X-),_2)
+525(Ro/r)2J. coss , sin, cos 3(X-X.)+525(Ro/r)_J. cos4 , cos 4(X-X.)]_, (B-3)]
Ftffi-_2(Ro/r)2{6J_2 cos, sin 2(X-X==)+3/2(Ro/r)jn[5 sin= ,-1] sin (X-M,)
+30(Ro/r)Jn cos, sin, sin 2(X-),.)+45(Ro/..)J. cos_ , sin 3(X-\.)
+5/2(Ro/r)*J_[7 sin'- ,-3] sin, sin(X-X_)+15(Ro/r)_Ja(7 sirJ ,-I) cos, sin 2(X-X_)
+315(Ro/r)V. cos _ , sin, sin 3(X-_.)
+420(Ro/r)_J. cost, sin 4(X-X.) }. (B--4)
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F, ffi_(Ro/r_{-3J_0 sin _ cos _+6J_ cos _ sin _ cos 2(X-X_)
-3/2(Ro/r)Jao(5 sin: _-1) cos ¢_%3/2(Ro/r)Js_(15 sin _ _b--11) sin _ cos (X--Xs_)
+15(Ro/r)J_(3 sin _ _-1) cos _ cos 2(X-X.)
+45(R0/r)Y. cos 2_ sin _ cos 3(X-X.)-5/2(R0/r)_J_0(J sin 2 _-3) sin _ cos
+5/2(Ro/r)_d_(28 sin4 _-27 sin_ 0+3) cos (X-X_)
+30(Ro/r)_Jv.(7 sint¢-4) cos ¢ sin _ cos 2(X-X.)
+105(Ro/r)2J4a(4 sin 2_b--1) cos= ¢ cos 3(X--X4_)
+420(Ro/r)_d. cos s _ sin _ cos 4(X-X.)}. (B-5)
The actual sea-level surface of the earth is to be conceptualized through (B-l) as a sphere of radius
6378 kin, around which are superimposed the sum of the separate _pherical harmonic deviations illus-
trated. To these static gravity deviations, of course, must be added a centrifugal earth-rotation
potential at the earth's surface, to get the true sea level surface (see Reference 10).
From Table ]3--1and equation (B-3), the fourth-order tesseral geoids of Kaula (September 1963),
Kosai (1962), Iraak (July 1963), and Zhongolovitch (1957) have been evaluated for the longitudinal
perturbation force on a 24-hour satellite with zero incli_, .on at Xffi-54.75 ° over the earth's surface
(see Table B-2). Thv harmonics contributing to this perturbation are J., J_t, J., Je and J.. The
results of this comparison are:
T_nLICB-2.--Comparison of Loncitudit, d Perturbation Judging from the consistency of the _cceleration
Forceson a _._-HourSatellite,FromFive TesseralGeoids. ratios v.mong these investigators, the "actual"
value of Jn (separated from higher order gravity
Ratio of et_ects) is probably somewhat higher than the
Triaxial(Jn) --1.7X 10-e reported herein. All the geodesists
Full Field Longitude reporting in Table B-2 :.g:'ve that the next mostLongitude Acceleration
Aeceteration to Full I'ield influential earth tessera_ at "synchronous" _lti-
Units e¢_ Longitude t_des over most of the equator is _.
10"z g,*J Acceleration
(X- -54.75o)
Zhongolovitch(195_'...... 7. 71 1.06
Kossi (1962)............ 1.08 1.28
Iuak (July 1963)........ I 1.27 1.19
Kaula (Sept. 1963)....... I 1.77 1.11
Wagner(thisreduction: [ 2. 21 ?
March1964).......... J
!
*go is thO rsdhd seeeJerat/_on of esr'th u_vJty at the "synchronous"
Jdtttude (4, -0._'35 ft/Ne_.
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Appendix C
EXPRESSIONSFOR THE INCLINATION FACTOR
Equation (25) gives the inclination factor in the drift causing tangential perturbation (due to
equatorial ellipticity) on a 24-hour satellite with a near-circular orbit, as
F(i) =cos (i)-/&X(max) sin _ (i) (C-l)2
AX(max.) is the absolu'.e value of the maximum longitude excursion of the figure-8 ground track of the
24-hour satellite (with a near-circular orbit) from the geographic longitude of the nodes.
From (18), this longitude excursion function is
AX=X--k0=tan -_ [cos (i) tan 0]-0 (C-2)
Differentiating (C-2) with respect to the argument angle 0, the minimax excursion arguments are
found from
d(&X) cos (i) sec2 0 -1. (C-3)
dO =0= l+cos2 (i) tan _ 0
Solving (C-3) for sin 0 at 5X (minimax),
sin 0_o.i.tm_) = [cos (i) + 1]-xn, from which
tan 0_(_i,l_,) = see (i), (C-4)
(C-4) in (C-2) gives
hX(minimax) _tan -1 [cos (i) sec (i)]--tan -l sec (i).
Thus, since only the absolute value of AX (minima-,) is required,
hX(max) =tan-'[sec (i)]-45 °, (C-5)
where the tan -4 is to be taken in the first quadrant. For example: for i--30 °, (C-5) evaluates the
maximum excursion as
AX(max) ffi49.1 °- 45° ffi4. _o.
The nodal argument angle at this maximum longitude excursion is
0fat &X(max)]= 4-49.1° from _;henodes.
The assumption in (20) that the excursion in longitude from the ascending node could be approximated
by
AX- hX(max) sin 20,
272
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predicts the maximum excursion argument as
0[at AX(max)] = 4-45 ° from the nodes.
This discrepancy in the assumed longitude excurbion function is not serious until i>45 °, as simulated
trajectories with variable inclination have borne out.
(C-5) can be written as
hX(max) T45 ° = tan-l[sec (i)], from which
__1TAX(max) (C-6)
tan[AX(max) T45 °]= sec (i) - 1- AX(max)'
for i<45 °. Solving (C-6) for hX (max),
1-cos (i) (C-7)
AX(max) = 1Tcos (i)'
approximately.
Thus the inclination factor becomes approximately
.... sin" (i)[1-cos (i)]
F(i)=cos
=cos (i)4 [1-cos (i)]2=2 cos (i)+1-2 cos (/)+cos _ (i)2 2
= cos _ (i) + 1 (C-8)2
For example: For i -- 30°,
F(i) fro= cc.1)-- .86603 +4.1/8 X57.3 -- .8750
F(i)f,o= (c.s_=.8750.
The agreement of F(i) from forms (C-1) or (C-8) is good to the third decimal place as long as the in-
clination is less than 45 degrees. At inclinations higher than 45 degrees, however, the drift theory
following (20) begins to break down because hX(max) is no longer a small angle.
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DERIVATION OF THE EXACT ELLIPTICINTEGRAL OF DRIFT MOTION FOR A 24-HOUR SATELLITE
WITH A NEAR-CIRCULARORBIT:COMPARISON OF THEEXACT SOLUTIONWITH THE APPROXI-
MATE SOLUTIONS FOR PERIODSVERY CLOSETC) SYNCHRONOUS
The differential equation (33) of 24-hour satellite drift is analogous to the equation describing the
large-angle oscillations of a mathematical pendulum (see Reference 11), as in Figure D-1.
m
FT = mg o SIN 8I
1
mgo
FIGUREn-1--.Configuration of a
"mathematicalpendulum."
The equation of angular motion of the mass m under the constant gravity force rag0is
F_,= mg0 sin O= m(tt)) --mC_l (D-l)
(D-I) can be rewritten as
O+(go/t) sin 0=0. (D-2)
From the theory developed in Reference 11 (pp. 327-335), (D-2) has an integral
t (time from 0=0)= (t/go)_l_F(k, l_). (D-t)
where F(/_',$) is the elliptic integral of the first, kind with argument (or amplitude)
_=sin-I[ sin 0/2 , ],sin #(m-_)/2J and modulus k=sin 0 (max)/2. _,
274
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Equation (33) :
_q-A22 sin 27=0,
with maximum libration angle 70, can bc put in the form of (D-2) by the transformation of the dependent
variable
0=27, (D-4)
• with the parameter identification
go l= 2A22. (D-4A)
(D-4) implies the identification
k = sir, _0, _ = sin-_[sin 7/sin70]. (D-4B)
The pendulum solution (D-3), vnd,r the transiormation (D-4) and identifications (D-4A) and (D-4B)
becomes
t (time of drift libration from 7 =0)= (1/2A_2)_/2 F(sin _'0,[sin-1 sin _/sin "r0]), (D-5)
F(k, _), in its full integral form, is
d_
F=j/" (-1-k 2 sin 2 _)_/2, (D-6)0
(where k_=sin 2 "/0, sin _ ¢=sin 2 7/sin _ 7o) for the drift libratiou. In particular, when _=7r/2; then
7=70;_0=0, and the pendulum-drift libration has completed a quarter-period.
Thus, from (D-5) and (D-6), the full period of the long-term drift libration of the 24-hour satellite
ground track about the nearest minor equatorial axis longitude is
,,,/2 de/ (D-7)T(7o) -(il-sin27o sin 2 _),/2'
0
The adequacy of the Taylor series expansion approximation of the drift motion in the neighborhood
of _'0,given in equation (51), may be tested against the exact drift solution implicit in (D-5). Table
D-1 below gives the evaluation of F for arguments within 5° of _o =60°, using the integral tables in
Reference 12.
TABLVD-1.--Exact mul ApproximawDrifts of a 2_-HourSatellitefront a Statiouary Configuration60° East of the Earth's
Minor EquatorialAxis.
• ' _" 4_ F AF At
70"*60° (degrees) (degrees) (degrees) (degrees) (rad.) (rad.) (days from)
_,,=60°
An-23.2X 10-6rad/day2 60.0 60.0 60 90 2. 1565 ........................
59.0 59. 003 59.0_t_0 81.7967 1.8730 .2835 41.610
58. 0 58.014 58. 001 78.3056 1.7564 .4001 58. 737
57.0 57.029 56. 999 75.5595 1.6671 .4894 71.846
56. 0 56.051 56. 999 73. 1938 I. 5923 .5642 82.827
55. 0 55.077 54.996 71.0617 1. 5265 .6300 92. 487
In Table D-l, AF is the change in the elliptic integral from the "stationary" configuration at 7=60 °
' or _bffig0°. Atffi(1/2A_)I-_AF. A_ was computed from (30A) with the following gravity-earth
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constants and for the inclination of Syncom II:
Ro-- 6378.2 km
a, = 42166 km
J_ = - 1.7X I0-e
/=33 °.
-_ gives the drift position as calculated from the first righthand term of (51) alone (the (At) 2 term).
-y_ gives the drift position as calculated from the first two righthand terms of (51). The "actual"
Syncom II drift in mid-August 1963 began, apparently, at a 70 between 48° and 58° east of the minor
axis. Thus, the 16 orbits chosen for the first drift period all should be well represented by the (ht)2-only
theory, within the rms error of the longitude observations. Similar exact calculations for T0--45 °, 50°,
and 55° confirm the adequacy of the (At)_-only theory to apply to the second drift-period orbits. They
also prove the contention in section 5 that, for reasonably small excursions from "synchronism," the
ooPvergence of the Taylor series (51) is adequate if additional terms are included only when they become
of a certain minimum significance to the total drift.
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BASIC ORBIT DATA USED IN THIS REPORT
TABLE E-1.--Syncom II Orbital Elements August 1963 to Febrary 1964.
Mean Argument Rightsion ofAscen-the
Orbit Epoch (Universal Time) Semimajor Inclination of
Axis Eccentricity (degrees) Anomaly AscendingYear-Month-Day-Hour-Min (km) (degrees) Perigee(degrees) Node(degrees)
1-1 63- 8-22- 6-12-14 42164. 58 . 00018 33. 083 24. 126 26. 2S5 317. 56_
1-2 63- 8-26-17- 0 42164. 52 . 00016 33. 090 190. 841 26. 099 317. 454
1-3 63- 8-31- 0- 0 42166. 02 . 00018 33. 062 296. 125 30. 073 317. 475
1-4 63- 9- 5- 0-0 42166. 39 . 00012 33. 064 333. 521 357. 756 317. 362
1-5 63-- 9- 9- 0-0 42166.35 .00015 33.048 326. 207 9.077 317. 272
1-6 63- 9-12- 2-0 42166. 55 . 00015 33. 079 3. ti57 4. 697 317. 224
1-7 63- 9-17- 2-0 42166. 70 . 00018 33. 043 12. 694 0. 581 317. 165
1-8 63- 9-20- 2-0 42167. 42 . 00018 33. 010 359. 976 16. 282 317.09t
1-9 63- 9-27- 2-0 42167. 51 . 00022 33. C_6 38. 922 344. 162 316. 99[J
1-10 63-10- 1- 2-0 42168. 88 . 00024 33. 039 26. 615 0. 433 316. 944
1-11 63-10 -8- 2-0 42169. 14 .00020 33. 013 42. 889 350. 866 316. 78_]
t-12 63-10-14- 2-0 42169. 78 . 00028 32. 982 36. 727 2. 673 316, 811]
1-13 63-10--22- 2-0 42171.51 . 00026 32. 993 62. 833 344. 246 316.60;
1-14 63-10-30- 0-0 42171.09 . 00028 32. 948 29. 865 354. 548 316. 57_
1-15 63-11- 6- 0-0 42172. 15 . 00025 32. 952 36. 699 354. 313 316. 321
1-16 63-11-12- 0-0 42172. 51 • 00031 32. 920 108.239 3. 425 316. 30:
2-1 63-11-28- 1-0 42165. 89 . 00005 32. 920 222. 170 203. 901 315. 97¢
2-2 63-12- 4- 0-0 42167. 20 . 00009 32. 892 39. 435 17. 564 315. 91!
2-3 63-12-10- 0-0 42167. 18 .00010 32. 881 51. 942 10. 9.58 315.87'
2-4 63-12-16-17--0 42168. 17 . 00007 32. 872 300. 000 24. 505 315. 731
2-5 64- 1- 6-17-0 42168. 01 . 00013 32. 867 332. 997 11. 625 315. 544
2-6 64- I- 9- 6-0 42169. 90 . 00015 32. 857 165. 031 16. 992 315. 46£
2-7 64- 1-20- 0-0 42171.43 .00012 32. 826 2(J.098 28. 842 315. 3(E
2-8 64- 1-29-20-0 42171.91 .00019 32. 859 37. 956 13. 171 315. 212
2-9 64- 2- 5-16-0 42172. 89 . 00019 32. 800 321. 168 36. 275 315. 076
2-10 64- 2-10-19-0 42173. 31 . 00014 32. 833 32. 517 14. 553 314.98_
2-11 64- 2-17- 0-0 42174. 89 . 00019 32. 762 347. 774 35. 551 314. 883
The Orbit elements for Syncom II in Table E-1 were calculated at the Goddard Spac_ Flight
Center from radar and Minitrack observations made during the slow drift periods from mid-August
1963 to February 1964.
As an example of the estimation of the ascending equator crossing nearest to epozh, consider the
orbit geometry at epoch (Figure E-l).
6 January 1964 at 17.0 hours Universal Time (orbit 2-5).
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EAST _ _ _ (PROJECTEDONTO THE
•- ,bo'_ _\. / CELESTIAL SPHERE)
_ / )'(DIRECTION OF THE VERNALEQUINOX)
'_ _ '_,./" I I_ A_'CELESTIAL EQUATOR
-.X - I r'"-GCLOCAT'ONOFGREENWICH
,=.'t_"__ _ / _ 44.456 ° =-_ _, 0.513 ° AT EPOCH)
\_j._ S :_.,,'_ / ASCENDINGNODE
PROGRESSIONOF SATELLITE IN ORBITSATELLITE LOCATIONAT EPOCH
FI(_URE E-I.--A portion of the celestial sphere at the epoch of orbit 2-5.
On 6.0 January 19#_4,the hour angle of the vernal equinox A west of Greenwich (expressed in hours,
with 24 hours = 360°) was
6 hrs. 58 minutes 27.484 seconds (from the Nautical Almanac)
On 7.0 January 1964, the hour angle of A was
7 hrs. 2 rain. 24.036 sec.
Interpolating, the hour angle of A on 6 January at 17 hours Universal Time was
0 hours 1 minute 15.042 seconds, or
0.313 degrees west of Greenwich.
In Figure E-l, the orbit angle 27.003 ° is taken directly as 360°- the mean anomaly, because the orbit
is nearly circular. The reported period for this orbit was
Tp = 1436.21696 minutes.
The earth's sidereal rotation period is taken to be
Te_rthffi1436.06817 minutes.
Thus, if the satellite is assumed to traverse orbit 2-5 at a nearly uniform rate, it will reach the celestial
equator at a time when the Greenwich meridian has proceeded eastward from the epoch
15.378 X 1436.21696/1436.06817 ffi15.380 °.
Thus, the estimated geographic longitude of tile ascending equator crossing nearest _o the epoch of
orbit 2-5 is
Ascending equator crossing longitude ffi - (44.456+0.313+ 15.380)
ffi- 60.149 °.
i
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The estimated time of this crossing is
15.380°/15°/h"= 1.025 hours after the epoch.
The crossing time (Table 1) is thus estimated to be at
6.751 January 1964 (18.025/24+6.0, January 1964).
i
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CALCULATION OF THE RADIATION PRESSUREON SYMCOM II
•
dm C _AA
SUN ,4,._-- -- ¢ _'_
FIGURE F-1.--Flat plate AA of satellite surface, with normal _ at angle # with respect to sun's rays.
Consider a flat-plate element hA, of the surface of Syncom II, whose normal ft is at angle 0 with
respect to the sun's rays (Figure F-l). The sun's radiant energy can be thought of as being made up
of a stream of material particles such as din, moving at the speed of light c. If the energy of each
particle is dE, then from Einstein's classical energy-mass equivalence statement,
dm--dE/c 2 (F-l)
Upon striking the surface, the incident radiation may:
• Reflect completely off the surface at an equal "reflection" angle, undegraded in energy
• Be absorbed into the body of the plate as thermal energy and partially reradiated in all directions
from the surface at a reduced flux, depending on the surface and on the thermal properties of the
plate and body of the spacecraft
• Be partially "reflected" and absorbed and reradiated, depending on the surface properties of the
plate
An estimate of the radiation pressure on Syncom II will be calculated assuming complete light absorp-
tion with no reradiation. This is not the most conservative condition but will serve to show the order
of magnitude of the effect.
Light-particle dm has c dm momentum in the direction of the sun's rays before striking the plate
element AA. Thus (c) elm momentum is transferred to the plate with each light-particle collision.
From Newton's second-law, the impulse transferred to the plate in the time of action dr, o[ dm alone, is;
d_
f (dF) _,_dt= (c)dm, (F-2)
o
dF acts on the plate element in the direction of the sun's rays. Assume that the discontinuous collision
processes of (F-2) are so frequent as to amount to a smooth transfer of momentum between the stream
of light particles and the plate; dt can then be replaced by At, a small but finite time interval; (dF)d, by
AF, a smooth, constant small reactive force on the plate element AA; and dm can be replaced by Am,
a small but finite light particle mass impinging on the plate surface AA in At time. (F-2) then becomes
AF(radiation force) At_-(c)Am, or
Am
AF(radiation force) .ffi(c)-_-. (F-3)
280
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By the mass-energy equivalence relation (F-l) written for the finite small elements involved in the
continuous momentum transfer,
Am = AF,/c_, (F--4)
where &E is the energy flux falling on plate element &A in At time. Clearly,
AE=pz_A cos O(at), (F-5)
where p is the sun's energy flux in units of energy/time-area, and &A cos # is the projected area of the
element in the direction of the sun's rays. Combining (F-3), (F-4) and (F-5);
AF/&A p= projected area-radiation pressure p
in the direction of the sun's rays ffip' =c' (F-6)
(,aAp--&A cos #=projected area of the plate element in the direction of the sun's rays.)
The value of p outside the earth's atmosphere is estimated to be (see Reference 9)
= 95.5 ft-pounds/ft. 2-sec.
e-- 9.f_,35X l0 s ft./sec.
(F-6) thus becomes;
p, (projected area-solar pressure against a fully absorbing
• surface in the direction of the sun's rays) _.9725×10 -7 pounds/ft. _ (F-7)
$UPd
J41110RII - llOOVlj,0,
w / {AII_IORII - ?OT&I.I
FmultEF-2._Configurationof Syneom_I with respecto thesunduringdrift.
Figure F-2 showsthe configuration of Syneom II with respectto the sun during the drift. For
the cylindrical configuration in Figure F-2, from (F-T);
F(absorb-total) = F(absorb-body) +F(absorb-end) ffi.9725 × 10-Y(HD cos #+=D 2 sin 0/4) (F-8)
The weight of Syncom II in the 24-hour orbit (including the apogee motor) is abou_ 75 pounds. Other
parameters are:
H- 15"
D = 28"
0-21" (in late Au_ _ 1963).
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INTRODUCTION TO THE APPLICATION OF
VON ZEIPEL'S METHOD
WILLIAM J. WICKLE88, JR.
INTRODUCTION Y'("_
To understand the application of Von Zeipel's ,_,,y. -.4
method in the case of a satellite orNting under the
-- I P J (All |unctloas will be
influence of a gravitational field plus small per- _, x, .,,.,d ,obed*.....
turbating forces, it is first necessary to summari_ ord.,_'"b'",o,,
the development of several concepts of classical
mechanics. Therefore_ the first portion of this T,o p .... bte paths bet .... y(x I) &,td y(x 3) .... ketched above.
paper will be a brief resume of material which may Two possible paths between y(x_) and y(x2) are
be found in greater detail and slightly modified sketched above.
form in Chapters 7-8 of Classical Dynamics of Par- We will consider families of functions, giving
tides end Systems by Jerry B. Marion, Dept. of possible paths be .een two fixed points y(zl),
Physics, University qf Maryland. A good knowl- and y(x2), indexed by a parameter a, a running
edge of ordinary differentia; and integral calculus over a suitable segment of the real line. That is,
is assumed, we will consider families of the form
x4
I. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CALCULUSOF {y(a, z)}
VARIATIONS r,e[a, b] with
The basic problem of the calculus of variations
is determining the unknown function y(x) describ- f y(a, xl) ffiy(z,) = constant _
ing a path between two fixed end points we call _ _f°r all
y(x_) and y(x2) such that _y(a, x2)=y(_:2)=constantJ a_ [a, b].
St
I ffif fly(x), yt(x), x]dx Then the integral I becomes a function of the
z," parameter a:
o
takes on a maximum or minimum, f is a given ,_,
function of the functions y(x), lf(z) and the inde- i(a) = j .fly(a, z), lf(a,x), x]dz.
pendent variable x and the _imits of integration ",
are fixed. That is, if v'e wish to minimize I (say), For example
we wish to find a function y(x) such that if yi(z) ,._,
is
any other continuous function such that y_(x,) l(a) =. j x(a sin x)dx
- y(x,), yt(xl) ffiy(x2)- any other path between o
y(zl) and y(xt)- then: at[l, 2]
f., ", where_y(z), yl(x), x]dxS f f[y,(z), _(x), z]dz y(a, X) sinJ8 drlf :g
"' " /[z, x),z/(a,z)lm.(a, z)
eJhlblhJhed u Ooddard ,_p@te FligAI t'en/er/)deUUual X"_4r"_4-t_7. _1 m O_ _$ m 2_'
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?
_: y(3/2, x) = 3/2 sin x
-- y( )
_:, Y(X1')- -- _ x 2
0 rr
_ Xl x2
1, x) = sinx
y(2, x) = 2 sin x
?
NOTE: a sin (0)--0; a sin 2zr--0 for all ae[1, 2]; As f is assumed to be an arbitrary function of
, {asinx}representsthefamilyofpathsbetween V(a,x)zf(a,z)x,theintegranditselfmustvani_h-
' the pts (0, O)==y(xt) , (2_, 0)-y(z,) shown at top.
Now if the integral to written is to have an [Of d .8_./]8?/[ ---0
:_ extremum alongsome path y(ao,z),_ 8Y dz Oy JOel._.,,
J
ao_[a, b] for all zc[z,, z2].
then Also since Iv(a, x)} is an arbitrary family of
i paths, in general
:* al(a) = 0
: Oa all(a, z)
- I*'_* Oa # 0 alongthe curvearea O: This means
V= V(ao,_)
*_ flu(a, x), V'(a, Y), zldx = O. therefore
8t l em_llt
of d of
_ since z is independent of a, the partial may be Oy)ao,x) dz Oy'(ao,z)=0
taken under the integral sign:
for all zt[zb x,].
", "', II. APPUCATION OF THE EULEiI-LAGStANGE
' Now the above equation may be integrated by EQUATION TO PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
parts (see (1), 8ec. 7-3) to oht_n It is known that if a particleis allowed to move
between two fixed pts m th._plane z(/,) and z(t_)
/'[__ inthetimeinterred[it,ts]"nemyofthepossibled af . -0. patb__given by the family of curves {z(a, t))d_ a.,/JOa I.-_ t4t,, &] a.la, blZt
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itwillactuallymove inthepath x=x(ao,t)for Now
which OL - Kx(t);OL .
= o6(0---
- {')dt is a rclative extreme. d
i_ (Note that this is a local .'.-Kx(t) =_[m_(t)]
condition.) or
(see (It, Set. 8.3) _(t) +W_oX(t)=0 with Wo---v_/m.
Hele T is the kinetic energy of the particle at
the point x(a, t)-T=½ m_(a, 0-and U is the This differeutial equation may be solved (see
potential energy at the same pt U = U(x(a, t)). any elementary text) to obtain
.'. along the path of the particle's motion 2(t) x(t) =A sin (Wot+_)
=x(a0, t), the Euler-Lagrange equation must be
satisfied by the quantity L = (T- U). L is called where A-F $ are constants of integration to be
the Lagranaian of the system, fitted to the initial data--in this case A =h,
Thus we have $= Ir/2.
Now an important thing to notice is that the
OL d OL Lagrangian is a scalar function (being the differ-
O_(t) dt O_'(t) = O. ence of kinetic and potential energies--both scalar
functions). Thus we can, if desired, transform
If the Lagrangian of a system is known, the one co-ordinate variable x(t) to a new variable
above equation may be integrated giving the path q(t) under some co-ordinate tr,-.nsformation 4_and
of the particles motion x = _(t). we have
EXAMPLE: Determination of the Equation of
Motion for a Harmonic Oscillator L(x(t), _(t), t)=Z,(q(t), _(t), It.
Let a particle of mass m be attached to a spring (This is actually the defining property of a scalar
with spring constant K and relaxed length 0. /unction).
Choose a co-ordinate system such that the point The Euler-Lagrange equation is still valid:
of equilibrium of the spring is at x=0. Let the
mass be pulled to a distance h above the x = 0 level oL d 0[, = O.
and released at a time t=O. Find x(t) (the bar is Oq(t) dt O_(t)
here.ffter dropped for convenience) Nm. as one final generalization, it. is clear the
original analysis could have been carried out to
__T t treat the case of a particle with more than one '
degree of freedom. The Lagrangian then would
have been a function of several co-ordinate vari-
ables, their derivatives, and possibly the time, i.e.
i=L(x_(t) .... x,(t), 5c_(t).... Jc,(t), t).
X -- 0 We then could proceed in a similar fashion [see (1),
Sec. 7-7] to obtain, ins_ad of the single equation
Now for a_y time t, we have T=_mYc_(t) and OL d OL
=0
U =_Kx_(t). Ox dt 02
soL = T- U =½m_(0 -½Kx'-(t).
Now ifx(0isthepathfollowedby theparticle, thesystemofequations:
the Euler-Lagrange equation must be satisfied, i.e. OL d OL
..... _O
OL d OL Oxj dt O_j
Ox(l) dt 82(t) =0. j=l, 2 .... N.
I
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Now as this Lagrangian is still a scalar func- H is called the Hamiltonian of the system, and
tion, we may make if desired, a co-ordinate trans- under assumptions (1) and (2) above, it can be
formation _ from the position variables shown that H is equal to the total energy of the
{x_(t)...x,(t)} to some new set of variables particle under consideration. H=T+U. (See
{ql(t) .... q,(t)} and we still have: (1), Sec. 8-8).
Now if H is considered to be a function of q_,
L(ql...q,,_ _'"cl_, t)=L(x_...z., _...:_, t) Pjj=I...N, then
And also
OL d oL dH= dq_+-_f_dP_ (A)
Oqj dt Oqj=O" j=l .... n(a)
also since
It is important to note that the new variables
may be chosen as a set of any N functions H= ZP_qI-L
q_(t)...q_(t) at all as long as the Lagrangian may
OL OLbe expressed as L =L(qfft)...q_(t), q_(t)..._,(t)t), dH = P_ d_j+_j dPj--_qjdq_--ff-_dqjIn a real problem, a set of variables q_(t)...q_(t)
are usually chosen so that L may be easily ex-
pressed as L(qt...q_--._ t). Then the system using (I) and (II), the above becomes
(a) is integrated, giving qj=qj(t, constants of
integration) j= 1...n(b). dH = Y,[Pj d_j- P_ d_j]+qflP_-P flq_
Finally the transformation _ is inverted and = Z_j dP¢-P_ dqj. (B)
_-_ is applied to (b), yielding _
xj=xj(t) j=I...N. Now identifying the coefficients of dP_ & dq_
in (A) and (B) we have
The vector _'(t)=(x_(t)...x,(t)) is then the
position vector of the particle under consideration. .._._ OH OH
III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE HAMILTONIAN; /-'_=_-_s=_-_-j=l, 2...N.
THE CANONICAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
These are called the cyclic equations of motion.
Now let us consider a system in which (1) the As in the case of the Euler-Lagrange equations,
Lagrangian is not an explicit function of the time, they may be integrated to obtain the equations of
i.e.L =L(qt(t)...q_(t), (l_(t).... _(t)) and (2) the motion of tim particle under consideration.
q_'s have been obtained from the x_'s by some We will now consider our problem---determina-
transformation _bthat does not explicitly involve tion of the equations of motion for a satellite
the time. orbiting under the influence of a gravitational
Let us define N new quantities: field plus small perturbations (e.g. the effects of
the earth's oblateness.) The following (sec. IV)
p. OL.
y-_3= l, 2 .... N. (I) is a summary of aportion of the material found in
the paper "Notes on Von Zeipel's Method" by
P_ is called the conjugate momentum associated Giorgio E. O. Giacaglia, published at the Goddard
with q_. Space Flight Center.
Using this definition, the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions for our _ystem may be rewritten in the form IV. YON ZEIPEL'SMETHOD
pj _L .= 1 In the case we are considering, the Hamiltonian
=_3 ,2 .... N. (II) may be expressed as a function of six variables(L, G, H, l, g, h) where L, G, H are the conjugate
Now let us define a new quantity momenta associated with l, _, h respectively.
These six variables are called the Delaunay
H _- _,P_ _- L. ,)ariables.
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The equations to be integrated for our problem This function S will determine an implicit trans-
then are: formation connecting (L, G, H, t, g, h) and (U,
t OH OH • OH t _OH __OH_I:I=OH G', H', _, g', h') and it is known that the new set
=-_ 0 = _ h =-_ -,_--_-,1 - Og Oh of variables will be canonical. (See Planetary
here we have just taken the cyclic equations of Theory by Brown and Shook, sec. 5-3.) I.,
motion and set L=P_, G=P_, H=P3, _=q_, We now shall give explicit formulas for deter-
mining S and F t . Here we first employ the 1g=q_, h=q3.
In many cases the negative of the Hamiltonian assumption that our satellite is orbiting in a gravi- i
F=-H is introduced; the cyclic equations of tational field, subject to small perturbing forces, t
motion for our system then become: We assume the function F(L, G, H, C,g, h) can be "
expanded in a series
=-°F g---0F h=-0F co
OL OG OH F = F0 + ZFjX
OF OF OF _=_ _.
L= =o%.
where F0 is the negative of the Hamiltonian cal-
Now in solving the above system, it would eulated in the case of a body orbiting under the
greatly simplify our problem if we could transform influence of gravity alone and Xis a small parame-
our variables (L, G, H, C, g, h) to a new set of ter. (For the calculation of Fo=t:/2L _ where
variables (L', G', H', _', O', h') in which the new tt=K2M, with K the Gaussian constant and M
function F could be expressed in a form not ex- the mass of the orbited body; see any intermediate
plicitly containing one of the new variables (C' textbook in celestial mechanics.)
say), i.e. We assume similarly:
Fr=FP(L r, _r, Hr_gr, ht)
vt)
then [, OF' L' F = F'0+ 2;F_)J
•_ = _7 =0; = constant, j-_
oo
Here we must remember that, for the cyclic S=So+ Z SIXj
equations of motion to be valid, the new variables J-_
must satisfy where So is the generating fqnction determining
I' OL G' O_
OL
• =-_, =-_ II'=-- the identity transformation, So=LrC+Gtg+Hth.Oh' (In the Keplerian case the original set of variables
i.e. L', Gr, H' must be the conjugate momenta with are the ones desired; no transformation is neces-
respect to/% gt, h'. (This assumption was used sary.)
to derive the cyclic equations of motion). Now to any order in X, F(L, G, H, t, g, h)=
If the above equations are satisfied, then (L', F'(L', Gr, H'-g r, h0. (Remember Fr is not to
G', H°, _, g', h') are said to be a canonical set of be an explicit function of er.)
variables, and the transformation connecting the Look at this equation up to second order in X,
primed and unprimed variables is called a canoni- i.e.
cal transformation [assuming F(L, G, H, _, if, h)=
Fo+XFt+X F_' (A)P(U, Gt, Hr,-g', hr) for all times t]. Fo'{-XF1TX_F_= ' ' _ '
Now finding the desired canonical tmnsforma- now
tion connecting (L, G, H, t, g, h) to a new set of
variables(L_,Gt, Ip, l_,gt, h_)forwhichOFr/Off=O _S OSo. _-_., OS,_ _ 00_is equivalent to finding a function S ffiS( t, _, h, L', L =_-_---_--t- 2.¢^ --_; - L' + _,_ .
G_, H_), called a generating function, satisfying: _-t ¢-_
LOS G OS OS , OS OSo "--, . OS_ __ _' OS_
t,_ O,g , OS h' OS
-OL' g =_/' = 0-W" with similar expressions for G, H, h_.
I
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Substituting the above into (A), we have Now equating the coefficients of like powers of
( _-_' / (+)'F_ L'A-_X j ),in (C) weobtain_, _o OSj r, "- ,. U2
n'+--? ''oSJ Oe' t_o(L', G', H'-g', L')=,'o(1., )=-_-L_ (D)
Fo
j-I OC/ \ 1-I
)O--q]' -O-h'e, g, h F,(L', G', g', ¢, g, h)-t OFo OS,¢-i ¢._ OL cOl
( ) =F_(L',G',H'-g,h) (E)+.F2L'+y_,.c'+Z..'+y..t.g.h
cOFocOS_. cOP1cOS, cOP1cOS1 OFl cOSIoo
=I,o'L', G', H'-, gT_X j OS_ , ---, . oS_ aL -f[-t COL aC  COGoG'  oHOh
j-1 j=l +F2(L', G', H', t, g, h)= COP1cOS, OFl COSI09" COG'_ Oh OH'
A-XF't(L', G', H'-g+ Z, hA- Z) A-X2F_(L',
A-F_(L', G', H'-g, h). (F)
G', H'-g--}-Z, hA-_.) (B)
Now Fto is determined by (D) so (E) may be
Now expanding the left side of (B) in a Taylor solved by putting Ft,=part of F1 independent of
series around L, G, H and Ft_ and Ft_ on the right l. This means (COFo/COL)(COS_/cOO= - (FI-F t1)
hand side in a Taylor series around g_, h t and --=-(part of F_ dependent on t). Now Ftl and
keeping only terms up to and including the second S_ are determined with the desired properties, and
order in ),, we have therefore (F) may be solved for $2 by putting
.-,. cOFo[OS_ COS_-_ F2t = part of F2 independent of/.
Fo(L )A-_L-[-0-().A--_-X JA-):F_(L',G', H', This determines F_ and $2 with the required
properties. This process may be continued to
P ,[ COP1cOSI aF_ COS1COP1COS1] determine F_ and S_ to any desired order.
_,O, h)-t-'),2L _-_ cOl  cOG00 _ oH Oh J REFERENCES
+ )t_F2[L', G', H', t, g, h] =F'o(L' , O', H'-g', h') 1. Classical Dynamics of Particles and Systems; JERRy
[0_) ] B. M^RmN;Universityof Maryland.-4-_F_(L', G', H'-g, h)A-). 2 _CO,_IcOP1cOS1 2. Planetary Theory; BaowN and SHOOK; CambridgeOG"_ cOh'cOIl' University Press.
+_F_[L', G', H'-g, h] (C) 3. Notes on Von Zeipel's Method; G_ORGXOE. O.
GIACA(]LIA; GSFC--X-547--64-161.
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WCOMMENTS ON HIGH ENERGY X-RA"S BURSTS
OBSERVED BY OSO-I*
KENNETIt J. FROST .j _.._,:..,j ._,
Instrumentation aboard the first Orbiting SolarObservatoryobsen,ed five separate instances
of high energy X-ray bursts accompanyingsolar flares. The X-ray bursts were observed in the
20 to 100Key range. Data on the types of flares producingthe X-ray bursts and the associated
microwaveradio bursts are presented.
INTRODUCTION rate between 10 and 104 counts per second. The
Among the experiments carried by OSO-1 in output of the ratemeter was able to respond to
the pointed section was a scintillation counter de- changes in count rate that occurred in a time
signed to detect hard solar X-ray bursts in the 20 longer than 10 milliseconds.
The satellite telemetry system sampled the volt-to 100 Key energy range. The scintillation coun-
ter consisted of a cylindrical NaI(T1) crystal 0.3 age level at the output of the ratemeter continu-
cm high and 2.24 cm in diameter and an R.C.A. ously for two seconds once every twenty seconds.
C-7151 photomultiplier tube. The photomulti- This sampling format was operative during the
entire daylight part of an orbit.plier tube and crystal assembly was placed in a
cylindrical copper shield which through an open- DATA
ing in the front end provided a field of view of 0.3
steradian. The copper shield had a wall thick- With the return of the first hundred orbits of
ness of 1 cm. The 3.8 cm _area of the front sur- reduced data the response of the detector to the
face of the crystal was held normal to the solar general spacecraft X-ray background and the
direction by the pointing of the satellite. An response to the regions ot trapped radiation was
aluminum disc of 0.08 cm thickness was placed determined. In addition it was found that the
over the ,_'ront surface of the crystal. The effi- experiment responded to the electron warm spots
R ciency of the detector in the 20 to 100 Key interval detected by an electron-proton spectrometer
was approximately 0.90. placed aboard the spacecraft by Schrader et all
The electro,ics associated with the detector When passing through regions not including
consisted of lower and upper level discriminator trapped radiation or electron warm spots the de-
circuits and a logarithmic ratemeter. The lower rector was found to produce a count rate for a 2
and upper level discriminator circuits were set to second sample _hat consistently fell between limits
select only those pulses from the photomultitube of 10.5 to 14.5 counts per second.
which correspond to an energy loss of [etween 20 Only 17 March 1962 a short lived increase in
and 100 Key. in the crystal. The pulses accepted count rate occurred while the satellite was passing
by the discriminator circuits where then passed on through a region where the count rate normally
to the logarithmic ratemeter. The output of the fell in the background range of 10.5 to 14.5 counts
ratemeter was a voltage level between zero and per second. The increase in count rate started at
five volts which correspo:lded to an input count 19:39:49 U.T. and ended at 19:40.O8 U.T. A
4-1
Z *Published aa (7oddard Space FUcht Ce_dcr Document X--810-q&-6O, record .f_.th_...__..,_.,,,_o-,_n:,-tu tteury signal lor the orbit
M_y1_4. containing this time period indicated conclusively
• This paper is an abridged version of the paper published in the pro- that the fluctuation in count rate was real and
e_dinD of the 5th Interaationsl Space Science 8ymp_lum, Florence,
l_ly, _. could not be attributed to telemetry noise that
T, 291
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had been erroneously digitized by the automatic
data reduction system. Reference to the avail- 40°I HIGHENERGYXRAY BURST
able solar data revealed that a solar flare had been I 91oo.c/oecl OSOl
observed by the McMath-Hulbert and Lockheed PoD00:49:10UT 2O<E y < 100 Key
Observatories between the times of 1934 to 19.59 300 13APRIL1962
U.T. and 1936 t,o 2003 U.T. respectively. The _ I¢FLAREISID
w _ RADIO DATAflare was observed on the east limb of the sun and _ 200
was classified by McMath-Hulbert as an imp•r- _ _ ,%,_ st,,, .,, 0., T., P,*
tance 1 flare and by Lockheed as an importance _ It ,00 0o,e_"T0,0"T2,"0.,, s [F,,x',0,
2 flare. Also at this time an impulsive radio burst N,
of three minutes duration beginning at 19:39 U.T. 100 ,,0 00,000,0 ,0u s _,,NEO -- --
,,,*, 1500 06400 08490 220rmn S 36
and reaching maximum at 19:40:12 U.T. was eb- ,*
served at 2800 Me/see by Ottawa. Furthermore L0 ,'-*-*-,*"*'" , , " * ""-*/- 1 *in Umtsof I0 22Wm _lc sec]*
an SID accompanied the flare beginning at 19:40 - : ': : ': : : :U T 8 46 0047 O0 48 O049 O050 O0 51 O0
U.T. and reaching maximum at 19:44 U.T. The
FmURE2.--High energyx-ray burst, aS• I; 20<E, < 100
very close correlation in the time of these events key, April 13, 1962.
and the fluctuation of the 20 to 100 Key count
rate suggested that the most plausible explana- 400
tion of the fluctuation was a burst of energetic HIGHENERGYX RAYBURST
X-rays produced bv the flare. 2000,c/,°c_ OSO 1Peak
During succeeding orbits of the spacecraft four 30o 19:30:1DUT 20at< SODKey• 19 APRIL 1962
more instances of rapid excursions in count rate
were observed during the presence of a fare on the _ 1*DAREIslo
sun which produced an impulsive radio burst in _ 20E • RADIODATA
the microwave range and an SID. These excur-
sions in count rate were also interpreted as solar .,/,, st_ .,, _,. _, P,,UT U.T tim Flux*
f ,000,m ,_3 e_ s ,eo
flare X-ray bursts. The history of these five IOO oT_ [
events is presented graphically in Figures 1 "" *,.u,_.o,_o"w.'lc_-.l'
through 5_.
e~o-•-e_ e-o-_DISCUSSION o_, , ;U.T._19:33:3034:30 35:30 38:30 37:30 38:30
Prior to the launch of aS•-1 eight occurrences FIGURE&--High energyx-ray burst, aS• 1;20<E, < 100
of high energy X-ray bursts accompanying solar key, April 19, 1962.
_i HIGHENERGYXRAY BURST '°°I
OS01 9.o.c/o0q HIGHENERGYX RAY BURST
20<[ ,< IC0 KeY Peak 0S0"1
,' 02:03:48 UT 2O'E _ ..100 Key
17 Mmch 1902 300_ 21 APRIL 1962
t I+,LARE 1 SID _ [ 1.FLARE 1 SlO
1 RADIO DATA _ _ RADIODATA
i200 M_/$N SUft MU) Owa- Type Peak _ 200 • Peak
UT UT tl_ Flux* _ IIc'Sec StmtUTMUST, OmatweTypt FJux'
[ 2000 111311 _OeO IOIMIn S 2 _0O0 02035 02030 I mm C 419OTT
100 ---2k_ le30 1Me, 1 3Ul. S 6 100 NA-_JNATTS602038!02042 20rain C 130
, 0___ 1 ; 2000 02035]020421 20q,/_t _ 73i I_ 1940 1., 135Mm . . .AI;
I_ 02035 0204J[20 role S 37
•-_-•-*-•-_* • r•_* ere*_ " 222 02035 1 S
0_ : f .... _ _lu t_$ Of10 ZZWmZ[C $1 i • • • • • • • .-*-• • S[A 0,04 0 i mm 110
O,T,- 19:37 50 36 50 30:50 40:50 41:50 42:50 UT-- 02:01'10 2:10 _:10 4:10 5:10 0:10 * • Umtxuf 10_wm *_¢sec)_
I"L(;t'R_:l.--lligh energy x-ray burst.,()SOl; 20<E_<100 FmUR_4._Iligh energy x-ray burst, aS• I; 20<E_<100"
kev, Mttreh 17, 1962. key, April21, 1962.
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HIGHENERGYX-RAYBURST in the 10 to 20 cm range. The radio d,'tta asso-
4oo 0S0-1 elated with the OSO-I X-ray bursts as indicated
20"fy riO0 Key
1M_ls3 in Fig. 1 through 5 appears to lend strong support
2 F_K2 Sm to Kundu's analysis. Additional information of300 RADIODATA
Star U.. Ow.- ITypePea interest to this analysis is the fact that as far as
_,/s.,i u, u., ,w I r,,* can be determined from spectral observations in
_,_ _,75 - _'_ - •" the meter wave range no type lII bursts occurred
i,D, eo_,.,.., i , c ,,o
,_ _ _ u,?.s ,u._ ,o c ,o [ during the X-ray events.
O_i , , I_ooo_a ossools7 f 73
,,, L REFERENCES
Io0 _ _7_ o6s,3lo c 30
ss 0_ -- os c ?o I. SCHR),DER, C., KAIFErt, R. C., _,VAc,NER, J. A.,mE0
• _e0 0oa _,? *_ c ,s ZIN(_EIt,J. ll., and BLOOM, S., University of ('all-
. a_ fornia, Lawrence Radiation Lal)oratory--"Pro_on,
_'_"4_'o0"'-".......4D"o0 *inun,so_*0"wmhe/s)' Electron Fluxes (75 Key) from OS()"--Presented at51o0
U.T.--o0:_:O0' 411:00" S0:O0' AGU Spring Meeting, April 1963.
2. Flare, SIll, and Radio 1)ata taken from QuarterlyFmuaE &--High energy x-ray burst, OSO I; 20 < E, < 100
Bulletin on Solar Activity No. 137, January/March
key, May 1, 1963. 1962 and No. 138, April/June 1962.
3. PETERSON, L. E., and SVINcKI,ER, J. R.--J. Goophys.
flares had been observed 3-7. Kundu has a_alyzed Research, 64, 697, 1959.
the radio data associated with each of these 4. CI]uBB, T. A., FRIEDMAN, and Ki'_EPLIN, R. W.--
International Space Science Symposium, Nice, p.
events s. He has found that an impulsive micro- 695, 1960.
wave burst was associated with every i-]ay burst 5. WINCKLER, J. I{., MAY, T. C. and MAs[,EY, A. J._
whereas type III bursts and other meter wave J. Geol)hys. Research, 66, 316, 1961.
events did not show as strong a correlation. Fur- 6. V_vrE, J. I. and CxsM., F. G.--l'hys. Roy. Letters, 6,
thermore the general character of the microwave 334, 1961.7. Anderson, I{. A., and WLUC_LEa,J. R.--J. Geophys.
spectrum was found to be such that the peak flux Res. 67, 4103, 1962.
observed at wavelengths in the 3 to 10 cm range 8. KUNnA, M. R.--Space Science Reviews 2 (1963)
was stronger than that observed at wavelengths 438-469.
I
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TEMPERATURE OF A GRAY BODY MOST CLOSELY
FITTING THE SOLAR EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPECTRUM*
WILLIAM B, FUSSELL AND JOHN B. SCHUTT
A definitionof "closeness"of fit of a graybody curveto the sun'sextraterrestrialspectrum
is pretented. _. ,q.Johnson'sdataareusedforthe solarspectrum. For _hewavelengthinterval
0.3 to 2.4 microns(pertinentto thermaldesign),the magnitudeof CI calculatedforuse in Planck's
blackbodyformulais 8.6504X10-ITwatt-era2at a temperatureof 5742+0.5 °K.
INTRODUCTION materials. To this end, the black body function
The problem of simulating the extraterrestrial was used in constructing a gray body curve for
solar illumination for testing the thermal design which a solar fit was obtained by parametrically
of satellites has recently become of wide interest, varying the temperature.
If the materials for the satellite surface have been
selected, the problem reduces to one of matching METHOD
the absorbed energy from the simulating source-- In establishing a closeness of fit criterion for
for eacil material composing the surface_to the approximating the sun's extraterrestrial spectrum
absorbed solar energy for that material. How- by that of a black body, it seems pertinent at this
ever, many materials have spectral absorptivity point to recall the geometric interpretation of the
curves which vary slowly with wavelength be- quantities in the black body equation which can
tween wavelength limits including most of the be treated as parameters. Consequently. any
stm's energy. A solar simulator which matches criterion which is established by means of para-
the sun's spectrum fairly well on a finely resolved metric variations can only be defined as ultimate
basis, and which matches the total energy exactly, when it is the most valid one from geometric
will automatically match the solar absorptivities considerations.
and the simulated absorptivities closely for these From the black body definition
c l
- , (1)
J;_(T; el. C2) = C, ]'_(T; C2) )ts ec2/_'T - 1
where Xis the wavelength in cm, T is the tempera- shape of the black body distribution and, of
ture in °K, and C_and C_are constants (or param- course, the wavelength at which the maximum
eters). Any of the quantities T, Ct, and C_ may spectral intensity occurs. Therefore, any crite-
be chosen as a parameter. First consider varia- rlon which is to be established for fitting the sun's
tions in C,. It is clear that any change in the e_trater._estrial spectral distribution to Equation
magnitude of C_ shifts the spectral distribution 1 can be determined by means of parametric
up or down along the ordinate depending on the variations in T and C,, or a gray body fit.
sign of the chosen change for C_. Since the The most straightforward approach is to find
parameters C_and T are geometrically equivalent the temperature at which the black body maxi-
(in a reciprocal manner), only one of them need be mum matches the sun's maximum, 0.475 micron.
considered; T was chosen because of its experi- This temperature is readily found to be 6060°K.
mental accessibility. Variations in T affect the But this method gives a black body curve which
contains a greater integrated energy than +_he
*Publbmhod am NASA TeeAnieal Not. D-1845, Augtamt 1964 sun's inte,grated spectral distribution, since by
294
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!: definition the black body distribution gives an and
_ upper limit to the emissive ability of any body at
"_ a given temperature. Consequently, an upp,zr fj _bound on tile equired temperature has been es- _,(T; C! , C2)dA = HK d£ (4)
tablished from this matching process. Next, an
estimate of the lower bound can be found. To The addition of Equation 4, to establish the most
! accomplish this, CI and T may be varied in an meaningful criterion, allows a temperature to be
: effort to minimize the residual found by using matched areas as the basis. The
absolute magnitude in Equation 3 is necessary in
_' order to insure that the total deviation between
_: R = IJ;k(T; C l , C2) - H_.ld_. , (2) the two curves is minimized. From Equation 1
where H_ and the vertical lines represent the it is clear that C_ can be eliminated in Equation
:: sun's spectral distribution and absolute magni- 3 by means of Equation 4, which gives a single
relation for the determination of T. These equa-
:: tude, respectively. From Equation 2 the lower tions give a temperature of 5742+0.5°K and a
bound is found to be approximately 5738°K. It value of 8.65040×10 -_7 wr t-cm _ for Cl for the
is apparent that Equation 2 alone cannot give the 0.3 to 2.4 micron (_) region.
required closeness of fit to the desired accuracy
because one cl_terion cannot be used to minimize It remains to show that Equation 2 should give
a bivariant distribution. The final criterion, the results identical to Equations 3 and 4, indicating
therefore that 5742°K is the desired temperature.
-_ one defined as geometrically ultimate and, conse-
quently, most pertinent from the thermal design If the spectral region of interest is broken into
viewpoint, is the system: intervals of J_(T; CI)>H_ and J_(T; C_)<H_,
• where the intervals of the first kind are designated
; _" by h_._ and those of the second kind by A2,_,then
_. R.,. : Minj IJk(T; C_, c2) - H_,ld_ (3) Equations 2 and 3maybe rewritten:
_i _ IJ_(T; C 1) -H_ldk +_ IJK(T; CI) "" H_[d_
1.1 .l_t,I
1.1 1.1 .1 .
where the first subscript of A refers to the interval and
type and the second is an index which enumerates _ _ -
subintervals. When the derivatives of the right- ct _ _I' J_(T) - o
.1' _2.1
hand side of Equation 5 (ignore Equation 4) are
taken with respect to C_ and T in an et_ort to Consequently, Equation 4 must be included in
obtain simultaneous equations for C_ and T, the order to define Ct and obtain the desired results.
following results are obtained: This implies the equivalence of Equation 2 and
the system of Equations 3 and 4. By taking the
I_ _(T)d_ -- 0 derivative of the right-hand side of Equation 5
._.'_._ with respect to T and equating the result to zero
in order to obtain a minimum (make use of Equation 4), Equation 5 may be rewritten:
_ IJ_(T; C,) - H_ld_ '_ IJ&(T; C,) - U_ld__ _ . (6).! .!
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where E is a number characteri_ing the fit of the wavelength range of 0.3-2.4 _. Calculations
black body curve to the sun's distribution and were also made for the intervals 0.4-1.2 and
Al.t and 52,t become the sets {5_,11 and {5_.j}, 0.220-7.0_,; the former region is of interest for
respectively, with 1<i < N and 1_<j< M. If the purposes of solar cell illumination, and the latter
fit is exact, E=0 and the equality sign holds; how- is a complete cover of Johnson's data.* All
ever, if the fit is not exact, the left-hand side of results are given in Table 1. The auxiliary range
Equation 5 gives the best fit, which means that of 0.3-2.0_ is included for compa_son purposes.
Equations 3 and 4 give the desired temperature. It is apparent that the best fit (2.97 percent)
was obtained for the 0. i- 1.2_ region, which indi-
RESULTS cates that the adjusted black body curve con-
The results given after each method of calcula- forms reasonably well to Johnson's da/,a through-
tlon describod in the previous section are for the out the visible and into the near iLfrared. Less
Table1
Resultsof GrayBodyFit to SolarExtraterrestrialSpectrum.
T (oK) C_(walt-era2) J'Hkdk(watt/cm2) J"JJ_"-H;_Id_(watt/cm2)I J"I J_- HkJd_ x
Range 108
(microns) ! ]"H_d_
0.4 - i.2 6142± 0.5 6.76111x 10"17 9.86137x 10-2 2.92699x 10"_ I 2.97
0.3 -2.0 5730 ± 0.5 8.72019× 10"17 !.29419 × 10-l 7.86669x 10"3 6.08
0.3 -2.4 5742± 0.5 8.65040x I0"t_ 1.32629x 10-1 7.88560× 10"3 5.94
0.220-7.0 5693± 0.5 8.80334x 10"17 1.39424x 10-1 1.03376× 10-2 7.41
satisfactory agreement (6.08 percent) was oh- the solar constant. It can be concluded that a
tained for the region of 0.3-2.0_ because a single gray body curve agrees well with the solar data I
black body formula cannot be made to fit the
steep rise in emissiveness characteristic of the
sun's radmtion in the region of 0.34-0.4_. 0,o_ , .....
Agreement is enhanced, however, when the region ....
is extended to 2.4_ because the additional 2.0-
2.4_ region, where the fit is good, makes the sub- : °"
visible region (0.34-0.4_) of somewhat less ....
weight. The fit for the complete range covered i o,,_
by Johnson's data, 0.220-7.0_, is least satisfac-
tory. The [)lack body curve (with only two ad- _ ....
justable parameters) cannot be made to fit the _ °.[
steep rise in the 0.220-0.4_ region as well as _
the tail of the sun's spectral distribution in the °_
infrared. °_[
In order to clarify the tit to the solar extrater- _o,_
restrial spectrum by the above gray body match-
ing technique, a gray body curve was calculated % ' L L o'.......... _0 L ,,
for the 0.3-2.4u region. The gray body curve of ..............
this region for a tcml_,rature of 5742"K is corn- Fmuac l.--Compariaon of a 5742* K gray body curve
pared with the solar data in Figure 1. According with the solv.rextraterrestrialspectrmn.
to column 6 of Table 1 the areal mis:natch of these
*Johmmn. F. S.. "The Solar Constant." J. M_emo/olp_ 11(11):
curves is 5.94 percent when computed relative to _3Hao. L_mbera_.
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curve, except, forthe irregular region of 0.41- Equatio,'s 7 and 8 now become
0.55#. What i_as happened is that virtually exact
fits occurred at 0.43 and 0.52#, apd the intermedi- r
ate irregularities could not be fit by a single gray _aa - _ a_J,_(T)d)_ (9)
body curve. Jo
DISCUSSION
and
If the black body approximation to the solar
spectrum is to be t,seful from the thermal design I _
I viewpoint, the average absorptance of a space- _ a_H_d_ (10)
J0
craft coating material, ._s calculated from the
black body spectrum, should be fairly close in Arbitrarily, a 10 percent proportional differ-
value to the average solar absorptance of the
ence in _aa and _. will be chosen as the criterion
material. Mathematically expresse,:, it is de- of usefulness; that is, if
sirable that _.BB_ _. where
f_, - LI
E <-0.! , (11)
I: axJ_.(T)d_, g* p
arab _ f'_ J_(T)d_ (7) the black body approximation wi" be consideredJ0 useful. Equation l l is actually
and
I; j o.,L - (8)
5: H\d_ It can be seen that the results given in column
with 5, Table 1 for the quantity
average absorptance for a black {iJ;JT) - H_',l' Ap (13)aBBfthe
body, J
_, = the average solac absorptance,
H_ffithe solar spectral intensity per unit do no_ indicate the magnitude of E, (Equation
wavelen_h bandwid.',h, as given by 11). Consider now the following two cases:
Johnson, 1. If a_ is approximately constant, then the
J_(T) =the Planck black body spectral inten- proportional error Ep becomes
sity for absolute temperature T, [
1 a_ffithe absorptance of the material at a_ t Jo [J;(T)-H_']
d'
wavelength X. F.p -- ; (14)S;For simplicity, it is demrable to normalize H_ and a. II_.d,_.
J_ to H'a and J'_: and, since
n_, - . J_(T)d, H_,l, 1 (15)
W _o n_dx it is clear that
- .;] - o 06)Ji do
J_o J_, d_ and Ea-0.
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2. If a_ can be represented by a power series in X, that is,
f_% (,- _o)'fd'_._
_,_- ('_)o' (" "-o)_,-T)o__ Vd-_-)_' "" ' o7) .
then i
P I; H_axd_'
in which the error is now weighted by the slope.
I + I
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DISTRIBUTION IN HELIOGRAPHIC LONGITUDE OF
'4
FLARES WHICH PRODUCE ENERGETIC SOLAR
0 PARTICLES*
£,
,_' DONALD E. GUSS
,_i A number of evidences have been found in the
_ past which point to the longitudinal persistence _,o
( of solar phenomena. The life of active regions on i
_:' the sun extends over several solar rotations and _ - _]
centers of sunspot formation exist which seem to 5 _m
. outlive individual spot groups. _'_ A;so, there are |* I I [ I I [ I ] 1 I I I
._ 27-day recurrences of geomagnetic disturbances a ,o ,o ,o ,20 _so ,,o t,o z.o zto aoo aao J,o
and neutron-monitor counting-rate data, 4 which
NELIOGRAPNIC LONG;YUO[
-_ sometimes last for as long as 10 solar rotations.
More recently Bryant et al. 5 and Simpson 6 have FIGURE1.--Number of solar particles events vs hello-
' found 27-day recurrences in the enhancement of graphic longitude with the central meridian during the
23 February 1956 event set to 0 °, and assuming a
"* low-energy proton intensity in free space as meas- rotation period of 27.04 days. The partic'.e intensity
ured on satellites. It is the purpose of this Letter with kinetic energy >30 MeV detected at the earth*
to point out a similar longitudinal persistence in integrated over the particle event is [k'], I/> 10*p/trot;
: the occurrence of solar flares which result in solar _, I/> 5X 10*p/cruZ;open squares, I <5X 10*p/era 2. A
'_ particle events. In particular, flares from a single dot in a square signifies that there was a neutron-
monitor rate increase, indicating the presence of a sig-
10° interval in heliographic longitude caused most nificantnumb':r of particles with kinetic energy greater
: of the large solar particle events over the last solar than about 500MeV. Light lines are used to separate
i cycle. This indicates the existence of a center indivMualevents and heavy lines to _eparate individual
for the formation of active regions which has active regions.
:_ persisted for more than 75 solar rotations.
:_ Figure 1 shows the heliographic longitude for of that with kinetic energy > 100 MeV detected
_ flares which produced solar-particle events be- at the earth during the last solar cycle. In addi-
,:. tween 16 January 1955 and 23 October 1962 dur- tion, of the ten solar particle events which pro-
ing the last solar cycle. The list of 56 events used duced neutron-monitor increases, indica_.ing the
is from that compiled by Malitson 7 plus the 23 presence of significant numbers of particles with
":_ October 1962 event. The series of flares between kinetic energy greater than about 500 MeV, seven
_*_ 80° and 90° in Fig. 1 produced the largest particle are m this narrow longitude region.
' events of the last solar cycle, the event of 23 Trotter and Roberts 9have noted that the vicin-
February 1956, the multiple events of July 1959, ity of the sun where the 23 February 1956 flare
the multiple events of November 1960, and the occurred had had a prior history of active
multiple events of July 1961. Using the inte- regions lasting for several rotations, dying out,
grated par.:cLe intensities calculated by Malitson and returning in new bursts of activity. Hence,
and Webber, s these events contributed about 75 this center of activity existed prior to the 23
percent of the integrated particle intensity with February 1956 event and persisted beyond the
* energy greater than 30 MeV and about 90 percent event of 20 July 1961, a period of more than 5.5
: yea,_. In his theory of the sun's field Babcock t°
*Published in Physical Review Lette_e, 13(12_:363-364, September
i 2t, 19_. proposes a mechanism to explain the longitudinal
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persistence whereby new active regions are likely was responsible for the most intense particle
to arise near old regions. However, it is not clear events of the last solar cycle. The fact that this
whether this mechanism is sufficient to explain an region can be compressed into a 10° band Gf longi-
active site of such long duration, tude with a suitable choice of the period of solar
The remainder of the events during the last rotation would indicate that this site rotated at
solar cycle also fall into longitude bands, but not constant rate as opposed t,_ the variable rotation
so sharply defined. The events between 240 ° and of the photosphere. The shorter lived regions,
280 ° with one exception occurred between 20 responsible for the smaller events, in general show
January 1957 and 23 March 1958, indicating the a wider spread in longitude which could indicate a
existence of an active site which lasted for more drift of the producing centers. A study of the
than a year. The events between 210 ° and 220 ° meridiona! distribution of a larger body of data
are these of March through September 1960, two such as solar flares would perhaps result in a
of which caused ground-level neutron-monitor in- further definition of the active centers.
creases. The interval between 160 ° and 190 °
contains events which occurred between 9 August
1957and 10May 1959. The large event isthat of _K. O. KXE,_NHEUER,The S_n, edited by G. P. Kui-
10 May 1959. The interval between 110 ° and per (University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1953),p. 338.
140 ° includes events from 6 June 1958 to 22 _H. M. LosH, Publ. Obs. Univ. Mich. 7, I27 (1938).
August 1958 and the two small events of 10 *J. BARTELS, Terrest. Magnetism Atmospheric Elec.
Septembe,' and 28 September 1961. 37, 48 (1932).
Finally, there is a dearth of events in the longi- _J. A. SIMPSON,W. FONC,E_, and L. WILCOX,Phys.
Rev. 85, 366 (!952).tude interval between 280 ° and 80°. Of the 26 5 D. A. BnYAN_,T. L. CLINE,U. D. DESAI,and F. B.
larger particle events during the last solar cycle McDoNALV, Phys. Rev. Letters 11, 144 (1963).
only two, the events of 31 August 1956 and 7 July s j. A. SIMPSON,IMP Symposium, Goddard Space Flight
1958, resulted from flares in this 160 ° interval. Crater, Greenbelt, Maryland, March 1964 (unpublished).
In conclusion, flares which produce energetic 7H. H. MALITSON, National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration Technical Report No. R-169, edited by F. B.
particles arise predominantly in narrow longitu- McDonald, 1963, p. 109 (unpublished).
dinal regions which outl:ve visible active regions. 8H. H. MALXTSONand W. R. WEBBER,National hero-
This points to the existence of long-lived active nautics and Space Administration Technical Report No.
centers beneath the photosphere which periodi- R-169, edited by F. B. McDonald, 1963, pp. 12, 13
cally manifest themselves on the surface as active (unpublished).0D. E. TROTTERand W. O. ROBEnTS,Solar Activity
regions which produce flares that accelerate solar Summary I, High Altitude Observatory (1956) p. 8.
particles. A single well-defined longitude region _0H. W. BABCOCK, Astrophys. J. 133, 581 (1961).
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